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New Mexico’s Expert Internet Service Provider since 1994

Call 243-SWCP or visit SWCP.com for details

Do you spend all kinds of time online?

Wouldn’t it be nice to have local, friendly support when 

you need your devices to work the way you want them 

to? When you need to get to your mail or your files from 

anywhere, Southwest Cyberport is right here for you.

SWCP is New Mexico’s Largest Home-Owned Internet 

provider, with plans starting at $7 a month. 

Do Your Homework.
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WEIRD NEWS

A
N
D

Dateline: New York
Sheriff’s deputies in western New York pulled
over what they described as a “suspicious
vehicle”—a car with no doors, no windows, no
windshield, no license plate and, to top it all
off, an ax embedded in the roof. According to
the Wyoming County Sheriff’s Office, deputies
responded on the afternoon of Monday, July 24,
to a report of a suspicious vehicle on Youngers
Road. They located the car at a nearby
intersection. Sgt. Colin Reagan told The Daily

News the driver, 21-year-old Jared Price,
“performed poorly” in a field sobriety test and
was found to be “impaired by multiple different
drug categories.” Price was arraigned in
Gainesville Town Court on multiple charges
and committed to Wyoming County Jail. Police
posted a photograph of Price’s unregistered, ax-
impaled car on Facebook, commenting that, “a
picture says a thousand words!”

Dateline: Texas
A Houston woman who purchased a $300
vacuum from Target said she brought the box
home only to discover it contained rocks, dirty
towels and a can of bean-free Wolf Brand
Chili. Annie Banerjee said she bought the
Dyson vacuum from the Target at Houston’s
The Galleria shopping center. When she
returned it to the store an hour later, however,
a store manager refused to refund her purchase
and even called the police on her. Banerjee, an
immigration lawyer originally from India, said
she may have been the victim of racial
profiling, as the store manager described her to
police as “Hispanic.” The Target corporation
later issued a statement to KTRK-TV saying
that they “regret” Ms. Banerjee’s experience
and will “be refunding Ms. Banerjee’s money
and providing her a new Dyson vacuum at
Target’s expense.” Target called the incident “a
learning opportunity for our team.” No word
on whether Banerjee got to keep the chili.

Dateline: Connecticut
Two men were arrested in Hartford after trying
to buy cocaine from a police officer in the

parking lot of a police station. Hartford Police
Department Deputy Chief Brian J. Foley
posted to Twitter a portion of an “Unusual
Occurrence Report” detailing an incident that
happened on Sunday, July 23, at a police
station on—appropriately enough—High
Street. According to the report an officer was
walking to his personal vehicle after finishing
his shift around 2am when he was approached
by two men who said they wanted to “buy
coke.” The men asked the officer, but
indicated they needed to visit an ATM in
order to get some cash. The officer kindly
“pointed out that there was an ATM inside the
front lobby of the Police Department,” the
report states. “The suspects then went into the
Police Department to retrieve $60 to pay the
officer for cocaine.” As soon as they were
inside, the off-duty officer “notified the
Teleserve officer who assisted in arresting both
suspects and tagged the $60 as evidence
without incident.” 

Dateline: Colorado
A drug dealer was sentenced to 16 years in
prison earlier this month for shooting two
people after they complained that the $10,000
worth of marijuana he sold them was just a
bag of broccoli. Sababu Colbert-Evans, 26,
received the sentence after being convicted in
May of attempted first-degree murder and
several lesser charges. His partner in crime,
Tercell Davis, already pleaded guilty to
attempted second-degree murder and will be
sentenced on Aug. 7. On March 14 of last
year, Davis gave a bag of “recently purchased”
broccoli to prospective buyers in exchange for
$10,000. The buyers left, thinking they had
scored a large amount of marijuana. It wasn’t
until they got home that they realized they
had been duped. Using fake names they called
Davis again and arranged for a second
purchase. Around 7:30pm, on March 17, the
buyers showed up to the parking lot of the
Town Center at Aurora to meet the drug
dealer, who brought Colbert-Evans—and
another bag of broccoli. The two parties got
into a fight. Davis and Colbert-Evans ended
up pulling out guns and shooting at the buyers
11 times. One of them was hit in the torso,
but recovered. “This may be the first time that
broccoli has been bad for someone’s health,”
18th Judicial District Attorney George
Brauchler said after Colbert-Evans’
sentencing. a

Compiled by Devin D. O’Leary. Email your weird

news to devin@alibi.com.
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A Conversation with 
Maggie Hart Stebbins

County commissioner seeks progress

BY CAROLYN CARLSON

T
his middle Rio Grande
Valley we inhabit is a
layered political

enchilada with lots of
bubbling parts. One of
those political layers is
the Bernalillo County
Commission. The
commission guides growth
and development for Bernalillo
County’s 676,953 residents, of which
about 559,277 also live within the
Albuquerque city limits. Albuquerque only
takes up about 189 square miles of BernCo’s
1,161 square miles. The rest of the county is a
diverse landscape from the mountain village of
Tijeras to the lush Rio Grande Bosque of Los
Ranchos.
Weekly Alibi had coffee with Bernalillo County
Commissioner Maggie Hart Stebbins to chat a
bit about how things are going over at the
county side of our local government. Hart
Stebbins has been on the commission since
her appointment in 2009 and will be term
limited out when she finishes up in 2020. She
sits on the commission with four other
commissioners—Debbie O’Malley, Wayne
Johnson, Steven Michael Quezada and Lonnie
Talbert. Together they handle a myriad of
issues facing our growing mountain and river
valley population.

Weekly Alibi: The idea of unification
between the city and the county has been
floated on and off over the years. The most
recent was an idea from the Albuquerque
City Council to join up at least on public
safety. What do you think of the unification
idea, in full or part? What is better for the
taxpayer?
The idea of unifying city and county
governments has merit, and we should
consider the advantages to taxpayers of
combining operations. While unification
would require an incredible amount of hard
work and thoughtful planning, we could
eliminate the duplication that currently exists
where both county and city have departments
delivering the same services—two fire
departments, two public works departments,
two economic development departments, two
law enforcement agencies—just to name a few,
and save costs through combined
administrative functions. 
While our governments work well together

in many cases, we often see a lack of
coordination and disputes about who pays for

what. Despite progress over the past few years
through mutual aid agreements and

cooperation in some circumstances, we
still have county government providing
basic services on one side of the city
limits and city government on the
other. Consolidation would also
allow consistency in land use
planning and eliminate the double
taxation of city residents. City
taxpayers should be particularly
interested in the benefits of unification

because we pay for two governments but
receive most services from just one. 
The City Council’s recent proposal to study

the benefits of combining all public safety
assets deserves consideration as part of a larger
unification plan but not before APD has
realized the reforms required by the US
Department of Justice. The Bernalillo County
Sheriff ’s Department has a long tradition of
effective, community-based policing, and I
would need a guarantee that any combined
law enforcement effort would adopt BCSD’s
culture. 

Santolina and Mesa del Sol are both
potentially large sprawling mega
developments on the edge of the metro area.
Albuquerque/Bernalillo County does not
have a housing shortage, and we live with
environmentally fragile water, land and air in
our unique place on the planet. Is it a wise
move to approve such large developments?
Do they encourage sprawl? Do you think the
area will see that kind of growth in the next
50 years?
It’s hard to predict where we will be 50 years
from now, but population projections showing
massive growth in central New Mexico have
been scaled back repeatedly over the past few
years. However, it’s critical that we begin
planning now for as many as 300,000 more
people living in Bernalillo County in 2040.
Accommodating that growth demands
thoughtful planning that protects our
environment and limited water resources, our
quality of life, and our existing neighborhoods. 
While developers maintain that master

planned communities such as Mesa del Sol
and Santolina are needed to accommodate
new residents, time will tell if there is a
demand for housing in those areas. I respect
the rights of landowners to use their property
as they choose and agree that a master planned
community is better than the scattershot
development we see in places like Rio Rancho,
but those developments shouldn’t come at a
cost to taxpayers or existing neighborhoods. I
worked hard to amend the Santolina master

plan and development agreements to avoid
saddling future county residents with the
burden of subsidizing the costs of that project.
Unfortunately, many of my amendments were
voted down, but I’ll continue to fight for
policies that protect our water supply and
county finances. 

The county took the lead with implementing
the mental health tax to provide dollars to
address and help the city/county’s substance
abuse and mental health epidemic. How is
that undertaking going? 
In 2014, nearly 70 percent of Bernalillo
County voters said they supported a new gross
receipts tax dedicated to expanding access to
behavioral health services in Bernalillo
County. In response, the County Commission
implemented a 1/8th cent gross receipts tax
that generates approximately $17 million per
year for new mental health and substance use
treatment services countywide. As of August
1, 2017, the new revenue funds an array of
priority programs including supportive housing
services for homeless individuals who live with
mental illness, mobile crisis and community
engagement teams, prevention and early
intervention services for children at risk of
mental and substance use disorders,
transitional housing for adolescents in
recovery, peer support services, and an inmate
resource center to reduce crime by helping
inmates transition back into the community.
Future plans include a crisis response center
and data collection and analysis to measure
the outcomes of all new behavioral health
programs. 
Funding decisions are guided by community

input and a network of amazing community
volunteers who propose and evaluate ideas for
new programming.

Do you have some ideas on how the city and
county governments can work better
together for the benefit of all its residents?
There have been sincere efforts by both
County Commissioners and City Councilors
to collaborate on issues and problems that
affect our community. While we are separate
governments with our own budgets and
responsibilities, we are obligated as
policymakers to look for common ground and
seek ways to be more effective and efficient.
The ABC Community Schools Partnership is
an excellent example of how city and county
officials can put aside their egos and work
together with APS, United Way, the private
sector and community volunteers to make
Albuquerque/Bernalillo County a safer, better
place for children and families.  a

NEWS CITY BYJOSHUA LEE

Motion Filed Against City’s Sick Leave

Ballot
An emergency motion to block the city from using
what was referred to as an “illegal ballot” was filed
last week by advocates for a mandatory sick leave
law. The motion was made in response to the City
Council’s decision during a July 10 meeting to print
the full text of the Healthy Workforce Ordinance
(HWO) on the official ballot. To fit the full text on
the ballot, it will have to be printed in
approximately 7-point print size, which proponents
of the law say is illegal due to a stipulation in the
federal voting systems guidelines of the state’s
Election Code requiring election ballots to be
printed at a minimum of 8.5-point font or larger.
The emergency motion was filed in Second
Judicial District Court to instruct the City Clerk to
place a legible summary on the ballot and provide
a large-text copy of the full ordinance in each
voting booth. Community groups are alleging that
city councilors and government are attempting to
defeat the law by purposefully obscuring the text.
The Healthy Workforce Ordinance is a citizen
initiative that would require all businesses
physically in Albuquerque to provide paid sick time
off for full-time, part-time and temporary workers.
The City Council also voted to include an advisory
question on the ballot that appears to advocate
against the HWO. The emergency motion also
requested that this question be removed. The
initiative goes to vote October 3.

Some High Schools Still Struggling with

PARCC
According to data released last week, despite a
slight rise in overall test scores, many of New
Mexico’s high school students still performed
poorly on the Partnership for Assessment of
Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) test.
A report released by the Public Education
Department highlighted the positive strides made
by the state’s high schools. The results showed
that since last year, proficiency in English
language arts increased 0.9 percentage points,
and proficiency in math dropped 0.2 percentage
points. But an analysis of the data performed by
the Associated Press found that a majority of high
school students in Albuquerque, Las Cruces, Rio
Rancho and Santa Fe combined didn’t score
proficient or better in math and reading. PARCC is
a controversial exam that was designed to find if
students from grades 3 to 11 meet Common Core
standards. Altogether, in 2017 New Mexico scored
28.6 percent proficiency in English language arts
and 19.7 percent in math. 

Judge Orders APD to Pay For Document

Delay
Last week, a Second Judicial District Court judge
ruled that the Albuquerque Police Department has
to pay an independent journalist and his lawyer
$20,531 in fines and legal fees for violating
provisions of the state’s Inspection of Public
Records Act which requires public officials and
employees to respond to an information request in
a timely manner. The complaint was filed by
Charles Arasim, who requested files in October of
2016 from the city’s Civilian Police Oversight
Agency involving an officer shooting. Court
documents say it took APD over seven months to
give Arasim some, but not all of the files he had
requested. The district court judge presiding over
the case ruled that the records should have been
turned over within 90 days of the request and
fined the city $100 for each day it violated the
IPRA law and awarded Arasim’s attorney, Thomas
Grover, $7,955 in legal fees.  a

Stebbins
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at www.homestartnm.org/classes

Sign up today!

Homestart offers FREE Financial Fitness and 

Homebuyer Education workshops in both 

English and Spanish to help you proactively 

manage your money, plan for the future, and 

make smart home purchase decisions.

Financial Fitness 

for Life
Aug. 19, English, in ABQ

Aug. 19, Spanish, in Santa Fe

Sept. 16, Spanish, in ABQ

Sept. 16, English, in Santa Fe

Homebuyer 
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Aug. 5, Spanish, in Santa Fe

Aug. 12, English, in Santa Fe

Aug. 26, Spanish, in ABQ
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  Santa Fe

Visit our website for a complete listing of classes.
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UPCOMING CLASSES:

BY MATTHEW REICHBACH

A
national outlet says New Mexico has a

very good chance of flipping from a

Republican governor to a Democratic one.

In fact, National Journal predicted this

week that New Mexico is the second-most

likely state to elect a governor from a different

party than the incumbent in the coming year.

Governor Susana Martinez, a Republican,

cannot run for a third consecutive term

because of term limits.

From National Journal (story is behind a

paywall):

“Martinez’s favorability has faded as the

economy stagnates in the Democratic-trending

state. Rep. Michelle Lujan Grisham, a former

state Cabinet official backed by EMILY’s List,

is the front-runner for the Democratic

nomination and general election next year.

She’ll face primary opposition from the son of

a former governor, a state senator, and

potentially others. Republicans have cleared

the field for Rep. Steve Pearce, who starts from

behind when it comes to cash on hand.”

The top-eight races in the outlet’s ratings

are all currently held by Republicans.

Republicans currently hold 33 governorships

out of the 50 states. Of the 50 states, 38 have

gubernatorial races either in 2017 or 2018.

Republicans hold 27 of those states compared

to 10 Democrats and one independent.

In addition to Lujan Grisham, state Sen.

Joseph Cervantes, former Univision executive

Jeff Apodaca—whose father Jerry served as

New Mexico’s chief executive from Jan. 1975

through Jan. 1979—and alcohol-tax activist

Peter DeBenedittis are running for the

Democratic nomination for governor

Pearce is the lone Republican running for

the seat. While National Journal says he is

behind in cash on hand, Pearce is suing the

Secretary of State in an attempt to use funds

in his federal campaign account for the state

race.

Richard Ellenberg, the chair of the

Democratic Party of New Mexico, lauded the

ranking and said, “Democrats’ plan to increase

wages, provide tools and training to succeed,

and invest in our economy will bring a better

deal for everyday New Mexicans.”

Sabato’s Crystal Ball, which does not rank

races but does rate each race by how likely a

party is to win, rates New Mexico as “Leans

Democratic.”

Crystal Ball, in its initial post announcing

ratings this April, noted that Republicans are

“overexposed” in gubernatorial races.

“Republicans will be defending nine

governorships in states Clinton won—Illinois,

Maine, Massachusetts, Maryland, New

Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, Nevada,

and Vermont—while Democrats will be

defending just one governorship in a Trump-

won state (Pennsylvania),” the outlet wrote a

Read more stories like this at NMpoliticalreport.com.

Goodbye Elephant,
Hello Donkey!

Dem gov probable in 2018, report states
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and honor is very important for Mexicans,

but so is common sense, so I’d tell your

primita to tell your grandpa to fuck off and be

proud of her Mexican part—best thing you

can do to shape her young mind. 

Dear Mexican: I’ve read many of the

letters people have sent you here at this

column, and I must say that

it seems a little one-sided.

I’m a Welshman, trying to

get my green card. I spent

nine months in La Habra,

and in my experience the

friendliest people were

the Mexican/community.

I received better service

at Gonzalez Northgate

Markets than I did in

Wal-Mart. The other

customers were friendlier

too. So, my question is: Why

do you get so many letters from

people who appear to dislike or even

hate Mexicans? 

—Soon-to-Be Immigrant

Dear Taffy: I found your letter behind a

nopal in my archives, so I’m not sure what

year you sent this letter in. What you

describe was once true but ain’t the case

anymore. Time was when the Mexican

would get cartloads of nasty letters from

losers—but since I always get the last word,

they got a can of chile powder thrown on

their pride again and again, and word got

around. Nowadays, straight-out hate letters

are as rare in my mailbox as a Mexican FIFA

World Cup championship because the haters

know better than to write in, even though

we live in a historically bad time for

Mexicans in el Norte. I think all good people

can take a lesson from my experience: When

the haters go for you, don’t ignore them—

fight back with humor, stats, and desmadre,

and they’ll scatter away like the cucarachas

they are. a

Ask the Mexican at

themexican@askamexican.net. Be his fan on

Facebook. Follow him on Twitter

@gustavoarellano or follow him on Instagram

@gustavo_arellano!

BY GUSTAVO ARELLANO

D
ear Mexican: I’m half-Mexican and

half-white on my conservative

Christian, Republican father’s side.

Growing up, I was discouraged from

learning Spanish by my father and his

family (while mi abuela

tried to teach me anyway)

and so never learned, so

I’m currently having to

learn as an adult. My

father’s family always

tried to impress upon

me their specific

beliefs on all

topics—my

grandfather and I

have gotten into

arguments since I was

8 about his racist

attitude toward those of a

brown background, and I’m

constantly having to remind him that

myself and mi prima are both half-Mexican

(her on her father’s side), even going to the

extent of adding Perez to my last name (It’s

my mom’s maiden name.) and going by

Morgan-Perez for the last few years. 

I know what I had to deal with growing

up, and now with the whole immigration

fiasco, my grandfather continues on and

on. My little 8-year-old prima is stuck into

the middle and is really starting to feel bad

about herself because of this—she is torn

between loving her grandpa and loving her

personal background. How can I help her? 

—Confused Half Breed 

Dear Pocho: If having you and your little

cousin as grandkids hasn’t convinced your

abuelito that Mexicans are good people, then

que se vaya a la chingada. Blood is thicker

than water, they say—but it’s not thicker

than horchata, so Mexican’s ain’t obliged to

genuflect before their elders. There are

entire swaths of cousins who didn’t talk to

their grandmas for decades because of some

perceived slight the abuelas paid on their

mom or dad back in the rancho. And,

sometimes, the grandma or grandpa in the

family was an unrepentant asshole. Respect

OPINION | ¡ASK A MEXICAN!
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EVENT HORIZON WEEK OF AUG 3-9

Compiled by Megan Reneau. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

THURSDAY AUGUST 3 SATURDAY AUGUST 5

MONDAY AUGUST 7

THRIVING ARTISTS

Learn how artists can create a thriving
business around their passion while
improving the city at Keshet Center
for the Art with Keshet Ideas and
Innovation Community, City of
Albuquerque Public Art Urban
Enhancement Division and the
Bernalillo County Public Art Program.
This Thursday, Aug. 3, locals learn
about public art programs and
collections, how public artists work,
how to get involved in the field, what
qualifies as public art, where the
funding comes from, the difference
between an RFQ and an RFP, and
what public art selection committees
look for when reviewing proposals—
all for free. From 11am to 12:30pm,
the Arts Business Workshop: Public
Art brings together advocates for
arts education, opportunities for
involvement in the arts and folks
whose mission is to find sustainable
funding for arts and culture initiatives.
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS 4121 CUTLER
NE, 11AM TO 12:30PM alibi.com/v/52bu.

(Rini Grammer) a

BIG MOUTH

Bad Mouth literary series returns this weekend to Tortuga Gallery with a cadre of local talent sharing their verses live.
This time around, Bad Mouth hosts poets Jenn Givhan, Sawnie Morris and Levi Romero who will read original pieces
accompanied by live music. Established to promote the local artistic community and provide a point of contact for
future collaboration, Bad Mouth is well worth lending an ear to this Saturday, Aug. 5, at 7pm. Suggested donation of
$10. TORTUGA GALLERY 901 EDITH SE, 7PM alibi.com/v/52z3. (Maggie Grimason) a

MONOBODY, MULTITONE

I have always felt a bit robbed to have been born with an undying love for music without getting any of the actual
musical “gift.” I piddled around on guitar for a couple of years, but never really had the affinity or patience to excel.
Because of that, I am constantly astounded by the actual act of music-making. If you, like me, feel great joy from
experiencing a song unfold before your eyes, come join me this Sunday, Aug. 6, at Sister, where math-rock maestros
Monobody will be performing a thrillingly intricate instrumental set. Melding the realms of jazz and math-rock to
devastating effect, the quintet’s exquisite chemistry shines in the innovation of their grooves. As they frantically layer
complex riffs, licks and melodies atop one another, Monobody displays a remarkable capacity for restraint, somehow
managing to give their music the air it needs even as their audience is becoming breathless. Your $5 entrance will
fund a full night of electrifying performances, with the futuristic psychedelia of CHEW and the heavy experimentalism
of locals Votives setting the stage. The show is set to be a masterclass in improvisation and musicianship, but even
more importantly it will be just plain fun—for them, for us and for the music itself. SISTER 407 CENTRAL NW, 9PM
alibi.com/v/533c. (Adam Wood) a

SUNDAY AUGUST 6

FRIDAY AUGUST 4

COURTESY OF MONOBODY

WHERE THE MAGIC HAPPENS

For their final trick The Dolls, Albuquerque’s preeminent performing drag troupe for more than
two decades, are pulling out all the stops in Bewitched: Bothered and Belittled. A playful
take on televsion classics like “Bewitched,” “The Addams Family” and “I Dream of Jeannie”
translated to the stage, this show is the final bow for The Dolls, who will be wrapping up their
work as a collective with the close of this production. Crowds should plan to make their way to
UNM’s Experimental Theatre this weekend, Aug. 4-6, for the troupe’s final productions. And
make absolutely sure to give The Dolls the standing ovation they deserve. Tickets are a steal at
$20 a head. UNM’S EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE 203 CORNELL SE, 8PM alibi.com/v/53id. (Maggie Grimason) a

COURTESY OF RUSSELL MAYNOR

SCHOOL OF ROCANROL IS IN
SESSION

The dog days of summer are here and instead of sulking
in front of your barely functioning swamp cooler, celebrate
at Civic Plaza this Saturday, Aug. 5. Families can enjoy
an interactive reptile show with Scales and Tails Utah,
performances from Rock 101 N.M. Music Academy, crafts
with OFFCenter Arts and a kids’ dance battle from the folks
of The Dancing Turtle and Check-It Productions. This free
event is from 5-9pm, so get out and enjoy the twilight
hours of summer. You’re dismissed! CIVIC PLAZA 1 CIVIC PLAZA,
5 TO 9PM alibi.com/v/53w7. (Rini Grammer) a

THE EARL(E) OF OUTLAW

Though Albuquerque has spent many proud years as the home of The Isotopes, we were first and foremost the home
of the Dukes, whose grinning conquistador insignia can be found on ballcaps statewide. This Monday, Aug. 7, at the
KiMo Theatre, the Dukes will be returning to their “home” (albeit in a wholly new form) as part of Steve Earle & the
Dukes. A three-time Grammy Award-winner, Steve Earle has traversed the entire plain of Americana music, using his
tenacious Texan heritage and gravelly voice to impart his rock ethos. The Dukes’ rowdy rebels include the considerable
talents of husband/wife duo The Mastersons, whose guitar and fiddle intertwine gorgeously behind Earle’s growl. With
their newest album, Earle and his Dukes have returned to the sounds and emotions that make outlaw country
powerful, exemplifying its renegade spirit in a way that is somehow at once both solemn and celebratory. The show is
set to start at 7:30pm, with tickets running $35-$45. KIMO THEATRE 423 CENTRAL NW, 7:30 TO 9:30PM alibi.com/v/536s. (Adam
Wood) a

COURTESY OF ALBUQUERQUE PUBLIC ART

COURTESY OF STEVE EARLE
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COMMUNITY

CALENDAR

Compiled by Megan Reneau. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

THURSDAY AUG 3
LEARN
ALBUQUERQUE HISPANO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE Intentional
Branding for Your Business. Identify what your brand is missing,
clarify your value to customers and learn how to identify potential
customers. 1309 Fourth Street SW. $77. 8-11am. 21+.
835-6746. alibi.com/v/53dk.

SELF SERVE Living the Dream: Polyamory in Practice, Beyond
the Basics. Create dynamic paths to fulfill needs and discover
novel approaches to intimacy, life building and more.
3904 Central SE. $15-$20. 7:30pm. 18+. 265-5815.
alibi.com/v/53in.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
CENTRAL & UNSER LIBRARY Launch to Learn: Fun and Wellness
Fair. Discover summer learning activities for kids, enroll in Medicaid
and Medicare on-site, and learn about healthy lifestyles.
8081 Central NW. 4-7pm. alibi.com/v/53pj.

HILAND DANCE STUDIO Salsa Basics For The Beginner. Learn
fundamental skills that set a strong foundation for understanding
this timeless dance. 130 Jackson NE. 7-8pm. 13+.
alibi.com/v/4rlv. 

MANZANO MESA MULTIGENERATIONAL CENTER Wise Women
Belly Dance. Perform basic techniques of this ancient dance
form. 501 Elizabeth SE. $5-$10. 6-7pm. ALL-AGES! 280-3638.
alibi.com/v/4ydm.

FRIDAY AUG 4
LEARN
SOUTH VALLEY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CENTER Medical
Interpreter Training for Bilingual Healthcare Professionals.
Healthcare professionals and students improve their language
and cultural competency skills to serve limited English proficient
clients better. 318 Isleta SW. $480. 9am. 18+. 596-0592.
alibi.com/v/5295.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
YOGA ART SPACE Partner Yoga Date Night. For two or more people
to deepen the experience of yoga. 8338 Comanche NE. $15.
7pm. 13+. alibi.com/v/53ok.

SATURDAY AUG 5
ALE REPUBLIC, Cedar Crest Market Republic. Browse the work
of artists, farmers, soap shapers and candle stick makers.
28 Arroyo Seco. 1pm. ALL-AGES! 847-5440. alibi.com/v/52zb.

CHURCH STREET MARKET, Edgewood Shop Locally. Enjoy local
musicians, food and refreshments as well as goods from local
vendors. 92 Church East. 5pm. ALL-AGES! 804-5833.
alibi.com/v/52zy.

DAR A LUZ BIRTH & HEALTH CENTER, Los Ranchos The Big
Latch On 2017. Families participate in activities, browse the
wares of local vendors, enjoy a photo booth, bake sale, food
trucks and silent auction as well as door prizes. Goodie bags for
the first 100 families. 7708 Fourth Street NW. 8:30am-noon.
ALL-AGES! 924-2229. alibi.com/v/53na.

MORIARTY CIVIC CENTER, Moriarty Moriarty Mini Comic
Convention. Browse the wares of vendors, artists, authors and
cosplayers and see a performance by the New Mexico Gunfighters
Association. 202 Broadway. $5. 9am-4pm. ALL-AGES! 832-2513.
alibi.com/v/4yso.

KIDS
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Family Art
Workshop. Create art with your family. 2000 Mountain NW. $1-$4.
1-2:30pm. ALL-AGES! 243-7255. alibi.com/v/4te1.

CIVIC PLAZA ABQ Kids Rock Festival. Families enjoy a live
animal show, musical performances by kids, a rock climbing
wall, acrobats, magic, kids’ crafts, jumpers, vendors, games,
food trucks and much more. 1 Civic Plaza. 5-9pm. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/53w7. See Event Horizon.

LEARN
PETROGLYPH NATIONAL MONUMENT A River Thirsting for Itself:
An Environmental History. Learn about the transformation of
ancient watersheds into the present-day river, the history of settle-
ment, agriculture and water development in New Mexico, Colorado
and the borderlands. 6510 Western Trail NW. 2-3pm. 13+.
899-0205. alibi.com/v/4wm1.

SPORTS/OUTDOOR
GUTIERREZ-HUBBELL HOUSE Backyard Farming Fall Series:
Flower Gardens and Arrangements. Learn how to beautify a
garden with vibrant colors and fragrant smells of flowering plants.
6029 Isleta SW. 9am-noon. ALL-AGES! 314-0398.
alibi.com/v/53oh.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Speakeasy Swing. Learn the
basics of swing dance without a partner. Go online for the entrance
password. 3215 Central NE. $5-$6. 8:15-11:15pm. ALL-AGES!
366-4982. alibi.com/v/4bfl.

SUNDAY AUG 6
EMBASSY SUITES HOTEL Rescue Brew Festival. Live music,
activities and a puppy play space to meet and interact with some
of the adoptable dogs and puppies. All donations benefit New
Mexico Pets Alive. 1000 Woodward NE. Donations encouraged.
Noon-5pm. 21+. 450-2973. alibi.com/v/50lh.

KIDS
BACHECHI OPEN SPACE Family Fun Days. Crafts, outdoor activ-
ities and experiments offered to deepen knowledge of the natural
world. 9521 Rio Grande NW. Noon-5pm. ALL-AGES! 314-0398.
alibi.com/v/528s.

LEARN
THE SOURCE Ignite Your Sex Life. A workshop for couples who
want to experience the pleasure and empowerment that comes
from unleashing desire and connecting to authentic eroticism.
1111 Carlisle SE. $180. 11am-6pm. 18+. alibi.com/v/52ft.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
LOS POBLANOS OPEN SPACE Five Pieces of Brocade Qigong.
Introduction and demonstration of Qigong by Sifu Dug Corpolongo
and members of Lotus Dragon Tai Chi and Qigong.
1701 Montano NW. 9-11am. alibi.com/v/52nj.

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Pints and Planks. Yoga followed
by a discounted pint. 1912 Second Street NW. $5. 11am.
ALL-AGES! 900-3909. alibi.com/v/53rv.

MONDAY AUG 7
ALBUQUERQUE VET CENTER Veterans Outreach. Veterans learn
about the nuances and complicated details regarding the VA
and state veterans benefits. Bring your DD-214 form.
1600 Mountain NW. 10am. 18+. 383-2414. alibi.com/v/533l.

LEARN
ALBUQUERQUE GARDEN CENTER The Birds And The Bees.
Certified beekeeper and wildlife habitat gardener Lu Lu Sage
tours the certified wildlife habitat garden noting the plants that
help preserve bees and other pollinators. 10120 Lomas NE.
10-11am. ALL-AGES! 296-6020. alibi.com/v/52rl.

TUESDAY AUG 8
LEARN
OSO GRANDE TECHNOLOGIES ABQ Speaks Up. Improve public
speaking and leadership skills by delivering prepared or
impromptu speeches in front of an audience. 725 Sixth Street NW.
$0-$20. 12:30-1:30pm. 18+. 277-8482. alibi.com/v/4ybd.

SELF SERVE Sensual Bondage. Learn and experiment with sensual
knot-tying and rope bondage to seduce the senses. Bringing a
partner is highly recommended. 3904 Central SE. $15-$20.
7:30pm. 18+. 265-5815. alibi.com/v/53ip.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
HOLIDAY DANCE STUDIO Foxtrot Basics Class. Joseph Hudson
teaches the fundamentals of the lead-and-follow techniques
that make this ballroom dance so elegant. 5200 Eubank NE,
Ste D. $15. 6-7pm. 13+. 508-4020. alibi.com/v/53sp.

WEDNESDAY AUG 9
LEARN
NEW CITY CHURCH True North Financial Ministries: Money
Academy. A comprehensive financial course that includes training
in communication, goal-setting, building a budget, increasing
savings and eliminating debt. 6300 San Mateo. 6:30-8:30pm.
ALL-AGES! 314-3470. alibi.com/v/51nv.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
HILAND DANCE STUDIO Salsa On Two Footwork. An introduction
to a variety of footwork techniques and improve your sense of
rhythm and timing. 130 Jackson NE. $12. 7:30-8:30pm. 13+.
268-1558. alibi.com/v/4riw.

SHEPHERD OF THE VALLEY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH Twelve
Steps for Everyone. Reliable help and support with life choices,
attitudes, and relationships from folks recovering and dealing
with addiction. 1801 Montano NW. Noon-1pm. ALL-AGES! (903)
343-1654. alibi.com/v/4zgf.
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Feature | art PreVIeW

BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

L
atent Image Collective, an international
congress of nearly a dozen photographers that
has its roots here in Albuquerque, lays out

their beliefs like this: “We believe in the power of
photography. We believe in curiosity. We believe
in collaboration. We believe in real world
connections and the sharing of ideas. We believe
in wanderlust. We believe in being citizens of the
world.” These ideals have been elucidated
beautifully in the exhibitions the group has
previously hosted in our city, and will be
elaborated on inOngoing Conversation, a group
exhibition that will run throughout the month of
August at Downtown Contemporary Gallery. 
In photography the latent image is one that

has yet to be developed on the film strip, the
image is registered with light, it just hasn’t been
called forth yet. It is this process of development
that inspired the start of Latent Image Collective,
who were all brought together by local
photographer Nick Tauro Jr. Largely connected
by social media sharing, the group established a
relationship without ever having materialized to
one another in-person, another reason why the
latent image holds resonance for these artists who
have connected despite geography. 
Both Tauro and another member of the group,

Fábio Miguel Roque, from Sintra, Portugal, took
the time to unpack the workings of the collective
and contents of their most recent show. 

Alibi: How did Latent Image Collective get its
start?
Tauro: I had the original idea to start the

photo collective in 2014. I was personally feeling
uninspired in my own work and was feeling
disconnected and isolated. Photography can be a
very solitary pursuit ... I was looking for a way to
forge deeper connections with other
photographers, especially those who I had been
following and communicating with via social
media. I realized that many of these folks that I

followed had a shared aesthetic sensibility. I also
saw the value of Albuquerque and New Mexico
as a destination for photographers (We have
amazing light here, and our arts and cultural
history is unique.), so I thought maybe someday I
could invite artists to come and collaborate here.
I first reached out to my good friend Karen Sue
Mazur, who is also a photographer based here in
Albuquerque. I knew she had the desire to
continue her own personal photography, and I
knew she would be great on-the-ground support
as we worked together to launch the group.

What is the power in so many artists working
together across borders? 
Tauro: I think the power lies in the fact that

we have enough common ground in our shared
love of photography, and that we have an
opportunity to share aspects of our home cities
and countries with each other. We all seem to
benefit from an expanded world view, and the
sense that even though we are far away from each
other geographically, we share so much
creatively. 
Roque: I love all kinds of collaborative

projects, I think it’s always a winning situation.
On the several projects that I was involved in in
the past, I always find good reasons to have a
collaborative approach with other artists, because
the sharing of points of view and experiences can
be a great addition for my work but also for [the
work of] others. I’m learning very much, and I

believe some other artists are also learning
something from me, and I think this is an
amazing thing. The possibility to do this, without
filters, without the need of a middle man, only by
the pleasure of sharing art [is powerful]. With
Latent Image Collective, we have a platform for
artists all around the globe, and this is an amazing
chance for each one of us learn more about other
realities in the art and photography world,
because everyone of us has a personal background
and individual path, but at the same time, this
permanent collaboration is always with the same
people, and it helps me grow in many aspects.

What is the idea with Ongoing Conversation?
Tauro: The “Ongoing Conversation” project

actually started because we were looking for a
new group project. Our member in Spain, JM
Ramírez-Suassi, suggested that we follow the
“exquisite corpse” approach, which is basically a
visual game of telephone. One member would
submit a photo and then we would pull a name at
random and then that photographer would then
have to supply an image that related to the
previous one. It was easy for everyone to
participate, because we were updating the thread
one photo per week, so ultimately it was just a
four or five photograph per year commitment for
each of us. The exhibit at Downtown
Contemporary Gallery is 44 of the first images
from the thread, but the project is still ongoing
on our website, where it is now up to nearly 60

images. The plan is that we will continue this
project for the rest of 2017.

What interests you as an artist? How does it fit
with this project? 
Roque: I can say that my personal view of

photography works in between documentary
photography and personal photography, or the mix
of both. In recent years, most of my body of work
is closely related to my [experience of] the way I
face life in general and many of the problems that
I had to face. This allows me a constant discovery
of myself and a better understanding of that person
that I am as an individual. Topics like dreams, my
hometown, my divorce and my ancestors are some
of the things I focus my efforts on. The way all of
this can be related with the Latent Image
Collective is very simple, we have a totally open
politic, each one of us has total freedom around
his or her personal work. Sometimes we work
around a concrete subject or theme, but our
limitations end there, so this is very good for each
of us’ personal improvement.

What are your highest aspirations for this
collaboration? 
Tauro: Even though we have a great, diverse

group of men and women in the [collective], I’d
love to continue to increase the diversity,
especially geographically. I would be thrilled if we
continue to stay as a working unit for many years,
and that all members gain more attention for
their own work due to exposure via the collective. 
Roque: I think most of us already know very

much about each other [and] our [unique] ways of
working, so I only can wait for more good things
in the future. In my personal point of view, I
know it is not easy because, all of us, or at least
the majority, have other jobs, and we have our
families and duties, but I hope we can continue
to grow, to make more exhibitions, more projects
together, bring new members to our cause, make
some publications of our own. But all of this only
can be achieved with a lot of work, slowly and
step by step. a

PHOTO BY EDEN LAI PHOTO BY JEFF RHODE

PHOTO BY NICK TAURO JR. PHOTO BY KAREN SUE MAZUR

From the Darkroom to the Light
Latent Image Collective’s Ongoing Conversation
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BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

I
was walking down Gold
late last summer, fairly
tuned out of the familiar
landscape when something
in the corner of my eye
tripped me up mid-step
and transported me
squarely back to
Downtown. I stood in
front of a window—8-feet
by 5-feet—where hands
were cast in various
gestures, each tendering a
trailing plant to the
passerby. My eyes searched
the glass for an
explanation—what was
this place? It didn’t feel
like an advertisement or a
storefront. Black block
letters announced it as
“Pacific Exhibits.” 
This was Jessica Chao’s

“Offerings,” one of many
installations that have
gone up in Albuquerque’s
only micro-gallery, a
simple street-facing
window that every month
becomes more than the sum of its parts as local
artists take the showroom to the streets.
Started in 2014, the gallery is now an
independent space curated by Ani Baker,
supported by Central Features and the
Downtown Albuquerque Arts and Culture
District; the window itself is donated by the
owners of the Pacific Building, Schroeder
Sales. 
“It’s viewable 24/7 by anybody, so people

who might feel uncomfortable engaging with
what they think the art world is, they can kind
of just walk by and check it out,” Baker
explained one afternoon in mid-July from
across the table at Helix Coffee & Yoga in
Nob Hill. “People are able to go on their own
time,” she continued, “so, in that sense, it’s
similar to a mural, where you can have access
all the time, except here, you have a wider
media format. We’ve had sculpture, painting,
photography, things that can’t really be
exposed to the elements but are still
worthwhile to give visibility to.” And in that
way, it is like a gallery, but a supremely
accessible one. 
This month, Jon Pearson, a Des Moines

transplant who moved to Albuquerque a year
and a half ago, is bringing a set of paintings
and drawings to the window. “I’ve been
thinking a lot about the format,” Pearson said,
“working within that tight space in terms of
depth, but also a constrained proportion, so
gearing the work that way, but also thinking

ARTS | CULTURE SHOCK

The Gallery on Gold
Albuquerque’s only micro-gallery brings multimedia art to the streets

about the people walking past and considering
what they might engage with, it’s a different
thing for me to wrap my head around than if it
were just another show in a gallery.” 
Pearson’s pieces are rife with movement

and color, the fragments merging together to
create works, usually on canvas, that are
singularly alive. For his show at Pacific
Exhibits, which will be up for the whole of
August, Pearson will re-purpose old works into
a “conglomeration” of sorts, as well as create
work specifically for the tiny gallery space.
What never ceases to interest Pearson in all of
his work, however, is landscapes. Since
moving to New Mexico, where the sky is ever-
spacious and the “sunsets are amazing in a very
distinct way” (seriously, “everyday is an
amazing sunset,” as Pearson underscored,
which is true), the physical landscapes have
taken root in his work as much as the
psychological ones. 
Those interior landscapes that have long

interested Pearson bleed into his process, as he
described how he doesn’t go into it with a
certain image in mind. “It comes up as I make
it,” surfacing naturally, “and then I start to
have thoughts about it, and slowly, I start to
steer the ship.” To Pearson, art-making
happens as much before he gets to the canvas
as it does when he applies line and color to a
surface. Of the challenge of working within
the specifications that Pacific Exhibits
requires, Pearson mused aloud, “I think it

demands a whole other
thoughtfulness.” 
“I like the parameters, and I

particularly like when artists
want to utilize that,” Baker
furthered. “It’s this really
interesting challenge, like, what
can I do to transform this space
rather than just hanging a piece
in there? The space is really an
integral part of the artwork and
the presentation.” And the space
has its demands and logistics.
Baker herself can fit into the
window in a pinch, but what is
most challenging is hammering
nails into the wall with only 10
inches of depth from the glass
window. “I’ve found that people
who are making something
specifically for that space, it
seems to work a little better, to
have those dimensions in mind,”
Baker posited. “It feels like it
could be an experiment ground,
because it is site specific, because
it has these specific parameters, it
might provide an opportunity to
do something new that isn’t
necessarily congruous with what
we’ve done in the past,” Pearson
added to that thought. “We’re

pro-experimentation,” Baker summarized,
laughing.
Distilled down to its most basic, Pacific

Exhibits is a site to support artists in a unique
and highly visible way—and specifically,
emerging artists based in Albuquerque. A
boon to Pacific Exhibits has come in the shape
of a collaboration with the Downtown Arts
and Culture District’s director, Joe Cardillo;
this relationship has resulted in early-evening
First Friday pop-up receptions on the sidewalk
that Pacific Exhibits looks out on. The
reception for Pearson’s show will be held this
Friday, Aug. 4, from 4:30 to 6pm, where
Pearson will also be vending one-of-a-kind,
handmade t-shirts. 
The party continues throughout the

month, as Pearson’s work will be on display
until Aug. 31. As Baker perfectly concluded,
Pacific Exhibits very tidily “brings art to more
people. More highly visible, publicly accessible
art. It’s really exciting to think that that’s
something that we can be involved with,
perpetuating that, and growing that.” 
Head to Pacific Exhibits anytime, day or

night, by navigating to 215 Gold SW. In the
meantime, get a full dose of Pearson’s work on
Instagram (@internal_spaces) and follow
Pacific Exhibits while you’re at it
(@pacificexhibits) and head to their website
(pacificexhibits.com) to scope previous and
upcoming exhibitions, as well as find out more
about the application process to show there.  a

BOOK REVIEW

BYMAGGIE GRIMASON

New Mexico After Dark
The high desert underworld of

Buckskin Cocaine

“Because I’m famous because I’m rich because I
grew up poor on a reservation and that’s what no
one understands … Because I was an alcoholic
because I deserve to get what I want because I do
get what I want because I work harder than
everyone else …” Begins Erika Wurth’s Buckskin
Cocaine, in a rambling series of lines that
appropriately kicks off her grim look into a seedy
Santa Fe-centered film industry underworld and the
Native men and women who are navigating its
erosive terrain. 

Wurth is rarely tender with her characters, even
these first lines reveal a little spite that bubbles over.
For at least a few, it almost seems as though she
has contempt for them. In turn, these characters
don’t tend to approach the world or tell their stories
with much sentimentality. In the notes I made in the
margins of Buckskin Cocaine, I went so far as to
posit that these characters aren’t meant to be
redeemable—but that’s not quite right. Most are too
dimensional to write off that easily. 

What is certain is that there is a particular
emotional distance with which each character is
held until the moment when zooming in close and
revealing vulnerability will be most wrenching. It is
these scenes, in their contrast to the detachment
we are usually treated to, that make Buckskin
Cocaine in its moments so powerful. Each chapter
belongs to a specific character—and each
characters resurfaces again and again in all the
other’s tales of competition, grief, parties and
sorrow. Across every chapter, readers chase the
telling, sensitive paragraphs that are rationed out in
the same way that characters like George Bull
chase women and Candy Francois chase cocaine. As
filmmaker Gary Hollywood describes, “the good
things sometimes justify the bad.” That acerbic
aside is a key turning when it comes to our
understanding of the characters that populate
Buckskin Cocaine. 

Threading in and out of the stories is one
character in particular, beautiful and tragic, whom
readers can’t help but train their eyes on when she
surfaces. Her story comes last. She is Olivia James,
a Denver raised ballet dancer. She appears
throughout the preceding chapters, vaguely in the
periphery, angry-drunk at a bar or poised on a white
leather couch at a fancy industry party. She is who
we have been waiting for in the pages that came
before, and Wurth gives her the bulk of the book,
really—the final chapter is nearly a novella in length. 

The book reaches its most powerful emotional
pitch in Olivia’s story. The chapter centers on her
ambition, a supreme desire to make something of
herself and a lack of regard for anyone she
perceives to be holding her back. The raw power of
this well-imagined character is undercut by details
that are given too directly instead of rendered in-
scene and revelations about her character that
come too late in the story to be fully believable. 

Still, at its core, Olivia’s chapter is exemplary of
the raw, vital, beating heart of Buckskin Cocaine—
something dark, something sought for, something
wrenched from the toughened characters. The work
of doing that makes readers feel like active
participants in the story, as if we are mingling with
the characters as they shoot pool at Anodyne (they
really do quite often), trying to get to know them
despite their evasiveness, and becoming just as
jarred when they reveal themselves as they seem to
be. Immersing yourself in the world of Buckskin
Cocaine is a trial that smacks of real-world
tribulation, but reads on an emotional spectrum that
registers as deeply true. This is fiction that pours life
through a prism, rendering it new and darkly poetic. 

You can pick up a copy ofBuckskin Cocaine and
hear author Erika Wurth speak on Saturday, Aug.
12, at Bookworks at 3pm. a

From Jon Pearson's upcoming exhibition, American Spice, at Pacific Exhibits
IMAGE COURTESY OF JON PEARSON
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Calendar | arts & lit 

Compiled by Megan Reneau. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

THURSDAY AUG 3
ART
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Arts Business Workshop: Public
Art. Learn about public art programs and collections, how
public artists work, how to get involved in the field, what qual-
ifies as public art, where the funding comes from and much
more. 4121 Cutler NE. 11am-12:30pm. ALL-AGES! 221-5168.
alibi.com/v/52bu. See Event Horizon.

SONG & DANCE
ABQ BIOPARK BOTANIC GARDEN Summer Nights. Wagogo is
an eclectic group of musicians that make a rhythmic cocktail
out of their Chicano influences, Northern Mexican folk songs and
warm calypso island grooves. 2601 Central NW. 6-9pm.
768-2000. alibi.com/v/4r73.

ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Chatter. The
chamber music ensemble showcases a dynamic set exploring
the scores of films made in New Mexico. 2000 Mountain NW.
6-7pm. ALL-AGES! 243-7255. alibi.com/v/4vod.

OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE Summer Thursday Jazz Nights.
Local bands Saudade and The Charlie Christian Project perform
live. 210 Yale SE. $10-$15. 7:30-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! 268-0044.
alibi.com/v/510o.

FILM
SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER 48 Hour Film Project.
See films made from local filmmakers. 1025 Broadway SE. $11.
6-10:30pm. 848-1320. alibi.com/v/52nq.

FRIDAY AUG 4
ART
GHOSTWOLF GALLERY Belly People Opening Reception. Sculptors
Janice Trimpe and Jaymes Dudding present a series of small
figures that endearingly capture the reality of the human form as
well as ceramic works reflecting ancient rituals. Runs through
8/31. 2043 Plaza NW. 5-8pm. 18+. 246-9653. alibi.com/v/53os.

REMARQUE: NEW GROUNDS PRINT WORKSHOP From Behind
the Wall: Prints From Contemporary Mexican Maestros Opening
Reception. See dynamic Mexican prints as curated and collected
by Karl Whitaker. Runs through 8/26. 5-8pm. alibi.com/v/53k5.
Also, The Fruit of Promise Opening Reception. Paintings by
Michelle Sharp. Runs through 8/26. 3812 Central SE. 5-8pm.
268-8952. alibi.com/v/53k6.

STAGE
MUSICAL THEATRE SOUTHWEST Auditions for Rocky Horror
Picture Show. Audition for to the Phantom Ensemble and the
role of Brad. Not the film and shadow cast experience—no screens,
no lip syncing. Auditioners should be prepared to dance, act and
sing. 6320 Domingo NE. 6pm. 18+. 265-9119. alibi.com/v/51pr.

UNM’S EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE, Center for the Arts
Bewitched. The Dolls take on the beloved 60’s comedy classic,
weaving in diverse characters from sitcoms such the “Addams
Family,” “I Dream of Jeannie,” “The Brady Bunch” and “The
Kardashians.” 203 Cornell SE. $20. 8pm. alibi.com/v/53id.
See Event Horizon.

SONG & DANCE
ABQ BIOPARK ZOO Zoo Music. Pure Prairie League performs
country rock. 903 10th Street SW. 6-9:30pm. 764-6214.
alibi.com/v/4r74.

ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Salsa Under
the Stars. Ivon Ulibarri y Café Mocha presents an exciting blend
of son, cha-cha, merengue, cumbia and other Latin styles.
2000 Mountain NW. $12-$15. 7-10pm. ALL-AGES! 255-9798.
alibi.com/v/4zs8.

OASIS ALBUQUERQUE Live Music. Renowned musicians Muni
Kulasinghe on violin and James Whiton on double bass engage
in a demonstration of improvisational techniques.
3301 Menaul NE, Ste 18. $12. 2-3:30pm. ALL-AGES! 884-4529.
alibi.com/v/536o.

ZULLO’S BISTRO Soulstice Belly Dance. Traditional and fusion
belly dance featuring guest dancers Anne Key and Itzel Cabellos.
509 Central NW. FREE. 7:30-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! 242-6909.
alibi.com/v/53ot.

FILM
SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER 48 Hour Film Project.
1025 Broadway SE. $11. 7-9pm. See 8/3 listing.

ARTS& LIT
CALENDAR

SATURDAY AUG 5
WORDS
NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Kings of 7th Avenue.
Jonathan Marcantoni presents an interactive reading drawing
from the material in his books Kings of 7th Avenue and Tristiana.
1701 Fourth Street SW. 2-4pm. 246-2261. alibi.com/v/52my.

PAGE ONE BOOKSTORE Local Authors Small Press Fair. Local
authors bring their books to promote independently and sell
outside of the bookstore. 5850 Eubank NE. 11am-1pm.
ALL-AGES! 294-2026. alibi.com/v/53dc.

TORTUGA GALLERY Bad Mouth Reading Series. Poets Jenn
Givhan, Sawnie Morris and Levi Romero read their works
accompanied by music. 901 Edith SE. $10-$20. 7pm.
ALL-AGES! 506-0820. alibi.com/v/52z3. See Event Horizon.

ART
JAN’S ART SHOP Compound Compositions Opening Reception.
April E. Fletcher showcases her artwork spanning a variety of
mediums centered around nature and beauty. Morey
Kammerman shows his multilayered modern expressionist pieces.
Runs through 8/30. 3107 Eubank NE. 4-7pm. ALL-AGES!
508-0299. alibi.com/v/52x7.

STAGE
UNM’S EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE, Center for the Arts
Bewitched. 203 Cornell SE. $20. 8pm. See 8/4 listing. See
Event Horizon.

SONG & DANCE
AFRICAN AMERICAN PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, Expo NM
New Mexico Jazz Festival: Rene Marie and Experiment in Truth.
The Grammy award winner performs songs rooted in the jazz
traditions of Ella Fitzgerald, Dinah Washington and other leading
ladies of jazz. 310 San Pedro NE. $25-$45. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES!
268-0044. alibi.com/v/510p.

ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Jazz Under
the Stars. Protégé of Art Farmer and now one of the jazz world’s
most talented horn players, Dmitri Matheny performs live.
2000 Mountain NW. $15-$18. 7-10pm. ALL-AGES! 255-9798.
alibi.com/v/4zs9.

ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Full Moon Concert.
Felix y Los Gatos perform a mix of zydeco, Tex-Mex, blues and jazz
while families enjoy full moon themed craft activity tables.
6500 Coors NW. 6-8pm. ALL-AGES! 897-8831. alibi.com/v/53jt.

CONSERVATORY OF FLAMENCO ARTS Flamenco Singing Class.
Learn the art of Cante with Raul Levia. 1620 Central SE. $18-$19.
2-3pm. ALL-AGES! 242-7600. alibi.com/v/51qt.

VIBRANCE Making Magic with Music and Chant. Chant and
dance with drums and other primal instruments to heal spiritually.
Registration recommended. 4500 Silver SE. $20. 6pm. ALL-AGES!
730-5976. alibi.com/v/51hw.

FILM
GUILD CINEMA 66 Mile Radius. A documentary about artists
Judy Tuwaletstiwa, Nina Elder and Tom Miller and their works
responding to New Mexico’s history, landscape and culture.
3405 Central NE. 1pm. 277-3901. alibi.com/v/50do.

SUNDAY AUG 6
WORDS
TAYLOR RANCH LIBRARY Indigo Lake. New York Times and USA
Today bestselling author of over 40 novels and 13 short story
collections, Jodi Thomas speaks and signs her newest Ransom
Canyon Book. 5700 Bogart NW. 2-3pm. ALL-AGES! 897-8816.
alibi.com/v/53lo.

STAGE
UNM’S EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE, Center for the Arts
Bewitched. 203 Cornell SE. $20. 2pm. See 8/4 listing. See
Event Horizon.

SONG & DANCE
LAS PUERTAS Chatter Sunday. Husband and wife duo Boyd
Meets Girl present a lovingly curated set of their favorite works
from their self-titled debut recording. 1512 First Street NW.
$5-$15. 9:30-11:30am. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/52ws.

MONDAY AUG 7
SONG & DANCE
CONSERVATORY OF FLAMENCO ARTS Flamenco Singing Class.
1620 Central SE. $18-$19. 7-8pm. ALL-AGES! See 8/5 listing.

KIMO THEATRE Steve Earle & the Dukes. The protégé of
legendary songwriters Townes Van Zandt and Guy Clark pays
homage to outlaw music. Husband-and-wife duo The
Mastersons open. 423 Central NW. 7:30-9:30pm. 768-3544.
alibi.com/v/536s. See Event Horizon.

GIANT “BEER” PONG • PEDAL BOATS
CORN HOLE • ROCK CLIMBING WALL
CASINO GAMES & SO MUCH MORE!

LIVE MUSIC BY ¡REVIVA!

TICKETS INCLUDE A BEER OR WINE!
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OUR LAND
New Mexico’s Environmental Past, Present & Future

New Mexico in Focus
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Responsible Gaming Program

• Free Problem Gambling Treatment

• Educational Presentations

• Behavioral/Mental Health Professionals 
   Conference

Call the Responsible Gaming Coordinator for 
more information:(505) 798-7415

   

Emotional Firewall Detected

Please Restart

MUSIC BY MASON BATES • LIBRETTO BY MARK CAMPBELL

THE (R)EVOLUTION 
OF STEVE JOBS

WORLD PREMIERE
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Farm & Table
8917 Fourth Street NW

(505) 503-7124
farmandtablenm.com

Hours: Sat-Sun 9am-2pm, Tue-Sat 5-9pm
Vibe: Approachable if upscale, a slice of Santa Fe-
chic in the agrarian-steeped history of the North

Valley
AlibiRecommends: Reservations and an appetite;
It’s all solid, but the Hudson Valley duck breast is a

must-have.

FOOD | ResTauRanT Review

BY HOSHO MCCREESH

R
arely do we treat a meal as the pure
delight and celebration of the senses it can
be. Most of us can’t afford to dine like the

well-heeled all the time, but occasionally
savoring a few long hours over a wondrous
meal is something we rarely regret. And when
it comes to your next slow, capricious special
event—be it dinner alone with a book and
some wine, or a brunch with a table full of
your closest revelers—I offer up Farm & Table
for your consideration.
Reserve a table though—they’re always

busy. On the comfy adobe patio, where the
bubbling water features and North Valley
birdsong are the soundtrack to the morning,
you can dine while the sun climbs the New
Mexico sky. Start with an Americano ($4), a
sturdy, smoky roast that satisfies. Or maybe a
Mexican coke ($3)—pure cane sugar and
caffeine in the bottle! If you’re a it’s-happy-
hour-somewhere type, then Bosque’s
Elephants on Parade ($5.50) pours pink and
happy from a smattering of local taps. And as
a proponent of dessert before dining, I
recommend the peach cream puff ($4) for
starters. Its delicate, flaky puff pastry carries
the slightest savory note, while the light,
peach-scented cream center is just sweet
enough to prevent overpowering the bite. The
hibiscus jalapeño sorbet ($3), should that
speak to you instead, is a bright red sorbet,
definitely more flower than heat, so don’t fear
the jalapeño—plus the pleasant surprise of
pecans made for a delightful beginning.

The breakfast menu had choices a-plenty
but I gambled on the special: a chorizo
omelette ($14)—for me, the perfect chorizo is
one that finds that exact spot between salty
and smoky, with enough heat and spice to
punch up the standard fare. This was exactly
right. The caramelized onions carried a slight,
sugary line through the balancing act of
earthy Tucumcari cheddar, fluffy eggs and
dense, rich bits of chorizo. It was finished with
a microgreen that made for a great little hint
of the herbaceous. It came with a side salad,
though I’d take papitas or hash browns
instead.
Enchiladas and eggs ($13) is the most

traditional New Mexican breakfast on the
menu, though executed with precision:
layered corn tortillas and Tucumcari cheddar,
topped by your choice of chile. We went
Christmas, and found the red was smooth with
the bite that’s just the right kind of bitter
while the green was saucy and fresh, warm but
nothing for timid diners to fret over. The plate

Farm to Table at Farm & Table
A celebration, steeped in the agrarian history of the North Valley

with a panko-crusted au gratin potatoes
layered with spinach, quick-pickled cabbage
and a carrot puree that’s as tasty as it is
beautiful. Take the chef’s recommendation of
medium rare and expect a little pink near the
bone.

As if that wasn’t enough, there’s the
Hudson Valley duck breast ($34) to
consider—no easy choice! It’s rubbed in
coffee and sumac, a brilliant spice
combination. The mashed russet potatoes are
smooth and creamy, and the green beans get a
nice char before plating. There’s a cherry
demi-glace—probably made with a Hudson
Valley red—which lands perfectly between
the bite of the coffee and the lemony-citrus of
the sumac to make the warm, rich duck breast
sing. I wouldn’t change a thing and am
already looking forward to having it again.

Finish with their deconstructed s’more,
the chocolate pecan torte ($8.50). The house-
made marshmallow fluff alone is worth a try,
while the gooey pecan and chocolate center
rests on a graham cracker crust—all of which
goes great with the last of your wine. Or the
first of it, if you wisely had dessert first!

The only downside to great fine dining is
price—though measured against the quality
and charm, it’s no contest. It’s definitely
upscale, with a seasonal menu, but still
approachable enough for anyone’s special
occasions—often a challenge when courting
top dollar and tourists. Sunup or sundown,
you’ll discover delicious surprises across the
board, exacting detail to every dish and
rejoice in remembering just how lovely a
celebratory meal can be. a

was finished with some of the freshest pinto
beans I’ve had in ages—again, traditional yet
exact.
If you’re avoiding spicy, take the eggs

Benedict with ham ($15). The hollandaise
makes a Benedict for me, and too often folks
go buck-wild with lemon. Not so at Farm &
Table, whose sauce is thankfully long on the
silky cream, and short on the citrus. The yolk
of poached eggs, when mixed with the
hollandaise, is a luscious, savory gravy. The
sweet bread—akin to Hawaiian sweet rolls—
was a surprise replacement for the standard
English muffin. But it works. The ham was
paper thin, and I could’ve stood thicker. On
the side was a blend of flash-wilted baby
spinach and purple cabbage, maybe a little
onion—a simple, vibrant addition.
If it’s a dress-up dinner, set aside a couple

hours and jump in to either the garlic-ginger
pork belly ($13) or French onion soup ($6).
The pork belly is three nice hunks of butter-
smooth, chewy meat drenched in a deep,
molassess-y reduction with the umami of
bouillon. Each piece is topped with a cilantro
leaf, a thin slice of jalapeño and a fresh bit of
purple cabbage for an appetizer that definitely
fires on all cylinders. So, too, with the soup.
It’s a lighter veal stock than is typical—one
that works perfectly with the season and the
newer, smaller farm onions. I think they opt
for white wine instead of sherry, and stone
ground dijon mustard to add some love.
The bone-in pork chop ($28) is a thick,

juicy chop with the perfect sear on it, just the
right salt and slathered with a peach chipotle
barbecue sauce—another knock-out. It comes

ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHYHudson Valley duck breast, left, and pork chop, top center. 
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marinated seafood and young coconut flesh; and above
all, el zarandeado itself, a grey snapper “cult object” that
needs to be ordered an hour ahead of time. 

EL SARAPE
5025 Central NE, 266-1907 • $$

[Mariscos/Mexican Seafood, Mexican] Mariscos
and northern Mexican cuisine with a unique flair. Various
ceviche-like dishes feature raw shrimp of unusually firm
deliciousness. The epic Charola De Mariscos platter
(fried, steamed and raw) must be seen to be believed.
Don’t fill up on just the chips.

NORTHEAST HEIGHTS

RUBEN’S GRILL
9708 Candelaria NE, 294-1900 • $

[Mexican, Mariscos/Mexican Seafood] A tiny, L-
shaped Mexican joint with a tiny, tempting menu of
tacos, tostadas and more. Order a ceviche tostada and
some tacos al pastor and you’ll feel like you’re sitting on
the beach of a coastal Mexican getaway.

UNIVERSITY

POKI POKI CEVICHERIA
2300 Central SE, Ste B, 503-1077 • $

[Asian, Asian Fusion, Latin American, Seafood]
Pick your size, ingredients, spice level and add-ons for a
tasty poke bowl. Choices range from ahi to shrimp,
salmon and even octopus. Very friendly, helpful staff. We
recommend the Latin bowl.

UPPER NOB HILL

EL TACO TOTE
4701 Central NE, 265-5188 • $

[Mexican, Mariscos/Mexican Seafood] This place is
the “it” spot for inexpensive plates of grilled sirloin,
chicken, shrimp and fried fish tacos. A family of four can
eat and drink, complete with an unlimited salsa bar, for
27 clams. And the hot papotas piled high with meat are
calling out to the lumberjack in all of us. Answer the call—
it’s your stomach, not the collection agency for once.

WESTSIDE

MARISCOS ALTAMAR
1517 Coors NW, 831-1496 • $$

[Mariscos/Mexican Seafood, Mexican] This
Westside gem awards patrons with steamy, heaping
plates of Mexican seafood in a clean, cozy dining area.
Breakfast, lunch or dinner, it’s usually pretty hopping,
though there’s always a seat and prompt service. Try the
shrimp or crab quesadilla with just the right balance of
cheese and seafood. The cocktails have delicious shrimp
(even octopus) served in their own juices with hunks of
avocado, spices and onion. When the menu warns you
something’s going to be hot, it really is. You can always
cool off with an order of homemade flan. 

MARISCOS LAS ISLITAS
619 Coors SW, 836-4998 • $$

[Mariscos/Mexican Seafood, Mexican] Las Islitas
stakes its claim on just one noble pursuit—the seafood-
heavy cuisine of Mexico’s Central Pacific state of Nayarit.
The food is simple, delicious and authentic, having
clearly evolved in a place where the raw ingredients are
good and fresh. No culinary tap-dancing is necessary.
Brothy, aromatic soups and fish-filled empanadas are a
few must-haves, and even the unsavory sounding dishes
such as camarones a la cucaracha (“cockroach”
shrimp) are surprisingly delicious. You will definitely
leave with a full panza.

SHARKY’S FISH AND SHRIMP
5420 Central SW, 831-8905 • $$

[Mexican, Mariscos/Mexican Seafood] This is a
Mexican-style seafood restaurant, which means stingray
soup and piles of sea snails. An attractive and relaxing
shaded patio adds to the la playa charm. The owner
Carlos is a super nice guy who is developing a big
following for some of the best fish tacos in town.

Chowtown
a rotating guide to restaurants we like

suggest a restaurant or search for more at:

w alibi.com/chowtown

These listings have no connection with Alibi advertising

Other Fish
in the Sea
FAIRGROUNDS

CIELITO LINDO
416 San Pedro, 266 1800 • $$

[Mexican, Mariscos/Mexican Seafood] Cielito Lindo
is named for a love song that is considered to be the
unofficial national anthem of Mexico. While it may not be
completely authentic Mexican seafood, it is terribly
wonderful and a popular hidden gem with in-the-know
locals. We recommend the medium oysters, they’re
delectable. 

I-25 CORRIDOR

HELLO POKÉ
6300 San Mateo NE, 508-5653 • $$

[Seafood, Vegetarian/Health Foods] Enter Hello
Poké, riding a giant wave of foodie enthusiasm for poke,
one of Hawaii’s proudest dishes. Traditionally it’s cubed
and marinated fish, though fusion cuisine and innovation
have certainly expanded the otherwise workman-like dish
as it has traveled. Build your bowl from a base of either
rice or organic greens, followed by scoops of protein in
your choice of sauce, then top it to your heart’s content
from a varied list of Asian Pacific possibilities. 

THE LAST CALL
102 Richmond NE, (505)-369-6102 • $

[American, Greek/Mediterranean,
Deli/Sandwiches, Caribbean/Cuban, Asian Fusion,
Italian, French, Seafood, Pizza, Vegetarian/Health
Foods] The Last Call is one of the best late-night
eateries in town. They consistently have excellent food
with plenty of vegetarian options. While it’s packed after
midnight, if you go when they open (5:05pm), there’s
virtually no line. In other words, nothing is standing
between you and a taste of heaven. The Cali burrito with
veggies is perfection, but we highly recommend the fish
tacos and truffle grilled cheese, too.

NORTH VALLEY

DOWN N DIRTY SEAFOOD BOIL
6100 4th Street NW, 345-0595 • $$

[Seafood, Barbecue/Soul Food] Coastal ex-pats
thank God for small mercies like Down N Dirty Seafood
Boil. Nothing instantly siphons the sea inland like
sticking some steamy crustaceans in your face. And
nowhere can you stick steamy crustaceans in your face
with such abandon as at Down N Dirty, where the
seafood is ordered by the pound and eating it is a
question of no-frills efficiency. You’ll leave feeling like you
just returned from a seaside vacation.

NOB HILL

EL ZARANDEADO
6500 Central SE, 266-0143 • $$

[Mariscos/Mexican Seafood, Seafood] A
marisqueria specializing in Sinaloense-style seafood, El
Zarandeado takes a craftsman’s approach to your
meals. There’s the molcajete Sinaloense, in which a
basalt mortar is filled with mariscos and a pureed green
chile sauce, then baked; the cocomarisco, a young
coconut emptied of its water and packed with a mix of

KEY:  $ = Inexpensive $8 or less  | $$ = Moderate $8 to $15  | $$$ = Expensive $15 to $20  | $$$$ = Very Expensive $20 and up  
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Lady Macbeth
Impolite BBC drama is bad romance at its best

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

T
here are British films, and then there are
BBC films. That familiar, three-letter,
reverse display font logo at the beginning

of a movie is enough to ensure viewers they’ll
be watching some high-quality, historical
costume drama. But with their newest film,
the BBC throws some bodice-ripping and very
bad behavior in with the usual Victorian era
drawing room drama. Though it may offend
polite habitués of “Downton Abbey,” this
down-and-dirty anti-romance adds a welcome
hint of modern-day moral ambiguity to the
BBC’s brand.

Lady Macbeth is not based—as you might
rightly assume—on the works of famed Brit
William Shakespeare, but on Nikolai Leskov’s
1865 novella Lady Macbeth of the Mtsensk
District. In 19th century rural England we meet
our semi-titular character Katherine (fresh face
Florence Pugh, fiercely staking out her future
acting career). Young and pretty (but sans
means), she’s being married off to middle-aged
coal mining magnate Alexander (Paul
Hilton). The couple’s wedding night is as
passionless and uncomfortable as ... well, a
traditional British marriage sounds. Alexander
proves to be a frigid and rather cruel husband,
leaving innocent, unworldly Katherine to
ponder just what she’s gotten herself into.
Beyond the bedchamber the rest of Victorian
era English manor life is made to look equally
awesome. On a daily basis Katherine is
strapped into a corset and hoop skirt, only to
sit on a divan all day with nothing to do. And
as a dutiful wife she’s stuck obeying her nasty
husband’s every command with such regularity
that her life becomes an unending game of
“Simon Says.” 

One day, however, hubby is called off to
tend to a business crisis, leaving Katherine to
her own devices at the couple’s isolated manor
house. Katherine takes the opportunity to
escape the confines of the stark household and
“take the air,” as it were. One day, while
exploring the grounds, she spots a group of
groomsmen perpetrating a humiliating prank
on one of the maidservants. Katherine steps in
and upbraids the men—but something in the
situation stirs her blood. Causing her pulse to
race in particular is the smoldering stare of
rough stable boy Sebastian (musician-turned-
actor Cosmo Jarvis). It’s not long at all before
Katherine and Sebastian are making the beast
with two backs (to borrow something else from
Mr. Shakespeare). 

With her estranged husband seemingly
uninterested in returning home, Katherine
starts living quite as she pleases, taking
Sebastian into her bedchamber on a regular
basis and glaring the other servants (Naomi
Ackie’s semi-sympathetic maid in particular)
into complicit silence. Eventually, however,

Katherine’s elderly father-in-law (Christopher
Fairbank) shows up. Gloomy and disagreeable
as her husband may be, his father is even
worse. Sussing out Katherine’s dirty little
secret, he beats Sebastian within an inch of his
life and demands Katherine start acting in a
more “wifely” manner. But you can’t keep a
girl down on the farm once she’s seen Paris, so
to speak. 

Having had quite enough of 19th century
gender rules in general and the sexist
Victorian family she married into in particular,
Katherine decides to—as the film’s title
presages—go all “Lady Macbeth” on their
asses. Tossing caution and inheritance laws to
the wind, Katherine starts defying convention,
manipulating the people around her, making
demands and (eventually) quite a bit worse.
Pugh performs a delicate and mesmerizing
balancing act here. Her character’s frustrations
are more than justified, but—like a certain
Scottish lady—the ends aren’t exactly
justifying her means. As various impediments
to her unfettered happiness start to show up on

REEL WORLD
BYDEVIN D. O’LEARY

the doorstep (in some cases, literally),
Katherine redoubles her efforts to emancipate
herself. Over time, however, her desires grow
increasingly selfish and have some serious
negative repercussions on the people around
her—most notably Sebastian, who starts to
crack under the increasingly dark demands of
his mistress.

At a mere 89 minutes, Lady Macbeth is
short and anything but sweet. Austere in its
look and claustrophobic in its setting, the film
lacks the grandiose romantic tragedy of films
like Dangerous Liaisons, The Red Violin or
Atonement (to name a random few). But it
packs a quick punch nonetheless. First-time
filmmaker (longtime theater and opera
director) William Oldroyd knows his timing,
striking while the iron is hot and getting the
hell out of there. The (heavily) adapted script
by Alice Birch (also a first-timer) does an
effective, efficient job of examining the
limited possibilities open to women in the
mid-19th century. The film also touches,
rather quietly, on issues of racial identity in
England—something rarely talked about in
this period. Both Katherine’s lover and her
maid are non-white, and though the film
never overtly mentions that fact, their overall
status in society is neatly encapsulated in the
film’s ruthless ending. Far too stark to call
Gothic, way too bleak to call romantic, Lady
Macbeth is a violent heartbreaker for those
who prefer broken hearts to happy endings. a

Shoot First, Ask Questions Later
The 48 Hour Film Project returns to Albuquerque
for another frantic, last-second, cinematic
conclusion. Last weekend teams of filmmakers
spent just two manic days of blood, sweat and
tears writing, directing, shooting and editing a
series of short films in and around Albuquerque.
Each team was given a different film genre to work
with, and all the teams were given a handful of
stock elements (a character, a line of dialogue, a
prop) to shoehorn into their films. This Thursday
and Friday, Aug. 3 and 4, all of the completed films
will be screened at the South Broadway Cultural
Center (1025 Broadway SE). Group A (consisting
of 14 films) will show Thursday at 6pm. Group B
(12 films) will screen Thursday at 8:30pm. The final
Group C (13 films) will screen Friday at 7pm. For a
complete list of films and their makers, go to
48hourfilm.com/albuquerque-nm. The best film
from the Albuquerque leg of the 48 Hour Film
Project will compete globally for the title of Best
Film of 2017 against films from cities all over the
world. Tickets for each screening are $11 general
admission or $10 for students, children and seniors.
They’re available, in advance, through
holdmyticket.com.

Art + Cinema
The University of New Mexico’s famed lithography
workshop, the Tamarind Institute (founded in
1970), is presenting a special documentary
highlighting a series of collaborations with three
New Mexico artists. Nina Elder, Tom Miller and
Judy Tuwaletstiwa all live within a 66 mile radius of
the workshop. Each presents a unique response to
New Mexico’s history, landscape and culture. The
film66 Mile Radius will have its first screening in
Albuquerque at the Guild Cinema (3405 Central
NE) on Saturday, Aug. 5, at 1pm. This event is free
and open to the public. Following the screening
participants in the project will be available for a
question and answer session. The second
screening will happen in Santa Fe at the Center for
Contemporary Arts (1050 Old Pecos Trail) on
Thursday, Aug. 10, at 6pm. This screening is also
free and will feature a Q&A with participants. 66
Mile Radiuswas shot and produced by Melinda
Frame, a Regional Emmy Award winner who, for
the last three years, has been shooting the travel
documentary series “New Mexico True Television.”
A concurrent art exhibition, 66 Mile Radius: Three
New Mexico Artists at Tamarind, opened at the
Tamarind Institute Gallery on June 17 and will run
through Sept. 8. 

Medoff’s Movie
Award-winning screenwriter Mark Medoff
(Children of a Lesser God) is coming to Silver City
for a special “dinner and a movie” event, screening
his new film The Heart Outright on Sunday, Aug. 6.
The film’s director, Ross Kagan Marks, will also be
on hand. An Italian-themed dinner will be served
from 5:30 to 6:30pm on the patio next to Light
Hall on Western New Mexico University’s Silver
City campus. Attendees are invited to meet the
filmmakers during dinner. Following the meal,
starting at 7pm, Medoff and Marks will introduce
and screen their film inside historic Light Hall
Theater. The film is described as a romantic drama
about a man who returns to his small New Mexico
hometown following his mother’s death and runs
into the girlfriend he left behind 13 years ago. After
the showing a VIP reception will be held at Datura
Day Spa in downtown Silver City. Tickets for the
dinner and movie are $25 per person. Movie-only
tickets are $10. The VIP reception with supporters
of the local Silver Screen Society are $50. Tickets
are available in Silver City at Gila Hike & Bike,
Manzanita Ridge and the WNMU Office of Cultural
Affairs in Hunter Hall. For additional information
contact Mark Richard at (575) 537-5988. a

Lady Macbeth

OPENS FRIDAY 8/4

Directed by William Oldroyd

Starring Florence Pugh, Cosmo Jarvis, Paul Hilton

Rated R

“I’m about to get Victorian on your ass!”



Pudi (“Community”) as Tim, a frustrated
middle-school science teacher who shows up
at Froggy Cottage looking to rekindle some
sexual spark with his wife (Lauren Lapkus,
“Orange Is the New Black”). Seems that she
has become something of an angry harpy since
giving birth to a “shrieking shit factory of a
daughter” (her words, not mine). Tim ends up
escaping from his wife, going to a local strip
club and getting blackmailed by some
larcenous employees. It’s not the most
sympathetic of tales on which to launch this
world, and the frenetic pace can be a bit
tiring—but it has its moments of inspired
humor. 
Future, first-season guests passing through

the revolving door include Stockard
Channing, Jenna Fischer and Michael
Rapaport. It’s a solid lineup, and the majority
of the episodes flourish under Garcia’s curated
brand of quirkiness. But the show grows more
essential as the various background characters
(Charlie Robinson from “Night Court” as the
cabin’s manager, Garret Dillahunt as the
divorced dad next door, Broadway’s Carly
Jibson as a plus-size stripper) start to interact
and contribute to their own, ongoing
storylines. Garcia’s strength is in building
wacky, interconnected universes. Give him
two or three episodes and you’ll know whether
you want to check in to this manic vacation
rental for the season. a

“The Guest Book” premieres Thursday, Aug. 3, at

8pm on TBS.

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

A
mere week after HBO premieres “Room
104” and a good 22 years after Allison
Anders, Alexandre Rockwell, Robert

Rodriguez and Quentin Tarantino collaborated
on Four Rooms, TBS adds “The Guest Book”
to its lineup. Like those previous
divertissements, it’s a comic anthology
centering on the various inhabitants of a
single, crazy hotel room.
The show is the work of creator Greg

Garcia, who gave us cult sitcoms “My Name Is
Earl” and “Raising Hope.” The action is set in
and around Froggy Cottage, a kitschy rental
property in the rustic mountain town of
Mount Trace, which seems prone to wacky
happenstance. Each week, a different guest or
set of guests show up, narrating their particular
tale as they write it down in the cabin’s titular
guest book. Those who watched Garcia’s
previous outings will recognize a familiar,
quirk-laden love for white trash culture.
They’re also likely to spot some of Garcia’s
favorite players, including Garret Dillahunt,
Jamie Pressly, Shannon Woodward and Kate
Micucci. Longtime fans may even surmise that
“The Guest Book” takes place in the same
extended universe as “My Name Is Earl” and
“Raising Hope” based on the various
characters and settings. (Can Patty the
Daytime Hooker be lurking in these woods?)
But “The Guest Book” adds a layer of curse-
laden dialogue and sexually explicit storylines
that would have been deemed way too adult
for Garcia’s previous network shows.
The pilot episode, for example, stars Danny
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about such social issues as poverty,
equality, environment and
accessibility.

“ELeague: Road to the International
DOTA 2 Championships” (TBS
8pm) Professional video gamers
play Defense of the Ancients 2, a
multiplayer online battle arena mod
for the video game Warcraft III:
Reign of Chaos, for money. You
watch. Allegedly.

SATURDAY 5

Love at the Shore (Hallmark 7pm) A
single mom (Amanda Righetti from
“The Mentalist”) falls in love with an
“unconventional” surfer (Peter Porte
from “The Young and the Restless”)
while on summer vacation. See,
ladies, it’s never too late to hook up
with Jeff Spicoli.

SUNDAY 6

Sharknado 5: Global Swarming (Syfy
6pm) Sorry, friends, can’t do
anything tonight. TV obviously wants
me drunk and on the couch.

“Life of Kylie” (E! 10pm) The Arctic
ice shelf has broken off, North Korea
is lobbing missiles on a weekly
basis, and Trump is turning the White
House into a cheap knockoff of “The
Apprentice.” And yet, I find giving
Kylie Jenner her own reality show to
be the most telling sign of the
apocalypse.

MONDAY 7

Brillo Box (3 Cents Off) (HBO 8pm)
This documentary follows an Andy

Warhol sculpture as it travels
from a family’s living room to
an international auction at
Christie’s.

TUESDAY 8

“Snap Decision” (GSN 7pm)
Former “In Living Color” star
David Alan Grier hosts this
“comedic game show” in which
contestants try to guess things
about random people on the
street, based on first
impressions.

WEDNESDAY 9

“Swedish Dicks” (Pop 9pm) A
former stuntman (Peter
Stormare) and a struggling DJ
join forces as a pair of
unlicensed private investigators
in Los Angeles. Traci Lords and
Keanu Reeves are among the
guest stars in this Swedish-
American coproduction.

“The Story of Diana” (KOAT-7
8pm) Networks strain to find
new revelations about Princess
Diana, who died 20 years ago
this month. My favorite so far?
She was a “naughty” lady, who
snuck her young sons candy
bars!

“Meet the Evanchos” (TLC
8:03pm) What are the parents
of 17-year-old, second-place-
on-“America’s Got Talent” singer
Jackie Evancho like? Funny, I
never wondered about it. But
now that you bring it up? Nope,
still don’t care. a

THURSDAY 3

“Small Town, Big Mayor” (UP
7:30pm) D’Lo, Miss. has all of 450
residents. But the mayor dresses
like Boss Hogg and has his own
reality show. Because it’s 2017.

“What Would Diplo Do?” (Viceland
8pm) This absurd-sounding sitcom,
executive produced by Diplo himself,
centers on a fictionalized version of
the popular EDM DJ (played here by
James Van Der Beek—yes, that
James Van Der Beek).

FRIDAY 4

“Comrade Detective” (Amazon
streaming anytime) Channing
Tatum, Joseph Gordon-Levitt, Nick
Offerman, Jenny Slate, Mahershala
Ali and Bobby Cannavale provide
the “new” English voice-overs for a
long-lost, 1980s Romanian buddy
cop show. The retro-campy inside
joke is that the show isn’t old at all,
but a modern, shot-in-Romania
spoof of ’80s action shows.

“WE Day” (KRQE-13 7pm) Selena
Gomez hosts this telecast in which
musicians and celebrities (Alicia
Keys, DJ Khaled, Josh Gad, Demi
Lovato and Miss Piggy, among
them) try to educate young people

Check-In Time
“The Guest Book” on TBS
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have any interest in eating skinny white girls. 89 minutes.
PG-13. (Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown)

Atomic Blonde
Charlize Theron stars as a rough-and-tumble British spy sent
to Berlin during the Cold War in this gorgeously
choreographed shoot-’em-up. Seems the Berlin Wall is
about to come down, and our gal has got find out who’s
murdering double agents as the superpowers shift. Unwilling
to trust anyone, she reluctantly teams with MI6’s Berlin
station agent (James McAvoy). John Goodman, Sofia
Boutella and Toby Jones costar. This one’s based on Antony
Johnston and Sam Hart’s obscure 2012 graphic novel The
Coldest City. 115 minutes. R. (Century Rio, Century 14
Downtown, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, AMC Albuquerque 12,
Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Baby Driver
Edgar Wright (Shaun of the Dead, Hot Fuzz) writes and
directs this fast-paced, music-filled crime thriller which
demonstrates a healthy love for the gritty car chase dramas
of the 1970s (and a stylistic awe of the cracked-out Quentin
Tarantino/Doug Liman/Guy Ritchie crime flicks of the ’90s).
Ansel Elgort (Divergent, Insurgent, Allegiant) stars as an
obsessive young getaway driver who gets coerced into
working “one last job” for nasty crime boss (Kevin Spacey)
before he can ride off into the sunset with his ladylove (Lily
James from “Downton Abbey” and Cinderella). Naturally,
everything that can go wrong does go wrong, leaving our
music-loving wheelman to put pedal to metal and escape.
It’s more fun than original, but it works. Reviewed in v26
i27. 113 minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Century Rio)

The Big Sick
Comedian Kumail Nanjiani (“Silicon Valley”) and his wife
wrote this unusual romantic comedy based on their own
fractured path to a relationship. Nanjiani stars as a
Pakistani-American dodging his old school parents’
attempts to land him an arranged marriage. He meets and
falls in love with the perfect (Caucasian) gal (Zoe Kazan),
but she unexpectedly falls into a medical coma. Oddly
enough, this causes him to meet and bond with her parents
(Holly Hunter and Ray Romano). It sounds like serious
stuff—and in parts it’s brimming with well-earned emotions—
but it’s also really funny. This is about as well-written and
well-acted as rom-coms get. 119 minutes. R. (Century Rio,
Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Cars 3
This time around Lightning McQueen (Owen Wilson) is the
old-timer, trying to prove, one last time, that he can
compete against a new generation of high-tech race cars
(who talk, of course). Real-life racer Darrell Waltrip
contributes a voice as “Darrell Cartrip.” That’s funny. Is that
funny? I can’t tell anymore. This sentimental trip around the
track is a damn sight better than the last sequel. Reviewed
in v26 i25. 109 minutes. G. (Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Despicable Me 3
Poor, misunderstood mad scientist Gru (Steve Carell) tried
to go legit in the last Despicable Me movie, but this newest
animated outing finds him fired from his job as a superspy.
A timely reunion with his long-lost (and incredibly
successful) twin brother has him plotting one last villainous
heist (with the help of his minions, of course). 90 minutes.
PG. (AMC Albuquerque 12, Century Rio, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Century 14
Downtown, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Dunkirk
Writer-director Christopher Nolan (Interstellar, Inception, The
Dark Knight trilogy) offers the finest film of his already
impressive career with this epic yet intimate war story about
the evacuation of Dunkirk, France during World War II.
Nolan’s ingenious script spins three stories at once, taking
us to a week before the evacuation, a day before the
evacuation and an hour before the evacuation. First, a
terrified soldier tries to get off the bloody beach in France.
Second, a fleet of ragtag private boats sets out from
England to rescue the stranded army. Finally, a dedicated
pilot runs a last-minute mission over the English Channel. As
the time-fractured stories progress, they crash, successively,
into one another. The result is a visceral, nerve-shredding
and ultimately stirring portrait of the fear, chaos and
heroism that surrounds war. Reviewed in v26 i29. 106
minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown, AMC
Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood
Stadium 16)

The Emoji Movie
Hey, what if the emojis on your phone were, like, real and
lived in a city called, I don’t know, Textopolis or something?
Hah! I mean, can you imagine the sort of crazy
conversations that the “eggplant” emoji would have with the
“thumbs up” emoji? LOL! It’s just ... It’s like ... Ah, hell I
blame millennials for this crap. Speaking of which, Patrick
Stewart plays the “poop” emoji. It’s a bad time to be alive,

OPENING THIS WEEK

Big Trouble in Little China
John Carpenter’s 1986 action romp returns for a brief
theatrical visit. Kurt Russell is rowdy trucker Jack Burton,
who gets roped into a centuries-old supernatural brawl on
the streets of Chinatown. 99 minutes. PG-13. (Opens
Sunday 8/6 at Flix Brewhouse)

The Dark Tower
Stephen King’s epic dark fantasy series (eight books, a few
short stories and some comics) gets loosely adapted with
this long-in-development flick that ended up in the lap of
Danish director Nikolaj
Arcel (Truth About Men, A
Royal Affair). Idris Elba is
a supernatural gunslinger
locked in eternal battle
with the Man in Black
(Matthew McConaughey),
trying to stop him from
destroying the Dark
Tower, a mystical object
that holds all universes
together. Or something
like that. Basically all the
books are mashed
together here in an
attempt to tell one quick
story. Fans are likely to
be disappointed. 95
minutes. PG-13. (Opens Thursday 8/3 at Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Detroit
Amid the chaos of the 1967 Detroit Riots, director Kathryn
Bigelow and writer Mark Boal (who worked together on The
Hurt Locker and Zero Dark Thirty) zero in on the intimate
true story of the Algiers Motel incident. There, three young
African American men were murdered and nine others were
badly beaten by members of the riot task force. John Boyega
(Star Wars: The Force Awakens) stars in this blistering,
single-set look at modern history. 143 minutes. R. (Opens
Thursday 8/3 at Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC
Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque,
Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Endless Poetry
Well into his 80s, cult filmmaker Alejandro Jodorowsky (The
Holy Mountain, El Topo) returns with this surprisingly
personal, autobiographical tale of the years he spent as an
aspiring young poet in Chile in the 1940s. It’s still a
Jodorowsky film—complete with phantasmagorical flights of
fancy—but it relates a relatable, Felliniesque story about a
young man trying to find his place amid disapproving
parents, bohemian cafes and erotic muses. In French and
Spanish with English subtitles. 128 minutes. Unrated.
(Opens Friday 8/4 at Guild Cinema)

Jab Harry Met Sejal 
Sadly, not an Indian remake of When Harry Met Sally... per
se, but a loose romantic comedy about two best friends
(Shah Rukh Khan and Anushka Sharma) who travel Europe
looking for her lost engagement ring. Naturally, they fall in
love. And sing a lot of songs. In Hindi with English subtitles.
143 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday 8/4 at Century Rio)

Kidnap
It’s now an unwritten rule in Hollywood that when tough guy
actors reach a certain age, they’re given the option of
starring in one of those Taken knock-offs in which their
daughter gets kidnapped and they stop at nothing to exact
bloody revenge on the kidnappers. While letting Halle Berry
in on some of that sweet action isn’t what you’d call original,
it at least counts as some sort of gender parity. This one’s
been sitting on the shelf since 2014. 94 minutes. R. (Opens
Thursday 8/3 at Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC
Albuquerque 12, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Kill, Baby ... Kill!
Italian horror maestro Mario Bava (Black Sunday, Black
Sabbath, Blood and Black Lace, Planet of the Vampires, Bay
of Blood) directed this gothic 1966 ghost story about a
19th century European village haunted by the spirit of a
murderous little girl. The film (originally titled Operazione
Paura) has been digitally restored to its original garish glory.
This dreamily art-directed horror show was a major influence
on directors like Dario Argento and John Carpenter. 83
minutes. PG. (Opens Friday 8/4 at Guild Cinema)

Lady Macbeth
Reviewed this issue. 89 minutes. R. (Opens Thursday 8/3 at
Century 14 Downtown)

Landline
Writer-director Gillian Robespierre and comedienne-actress
Jenny Slate reunite after 2014’s well-received Obvious Child.

This family dramedy is less original and not quite as edgy,
but it’s got its moments. Slate stars as a women mired in a
boringly conventional relationship with her fiancé (Jay
Duplass). When her free-spirited teenage sister (Abby
Quinn) shows up with shaky proof that their dad (John
Turturro) is cheating on their mom (Edie Falco), the girls turn
into amateur Nancy Drews in NYC. The nostalgia is sweet
(the film is set in 1995), and the laughs are raunchy. But
Robespierre doesn’t yet have the storytelling skills of genre
compatriots Lisa Cholodenko (The Kids Are All Right), Nicole
Holofcener (Enough Said) or Noah Baumbach (The Squid
and the Whale). 97 minutes. R. (Opens Friday 8/4 at
Century 14 Downtown)

National Lampoon’s Vacation
People of a certain age can basically recite every punchline
from this 1983 comedy about a manic father (Chevy Chase)
trying to shuttle his family across the country to a “perfect”
vacation at the Walley World theme park. Harold Ramis
directed it, John Hughes wrote it. 98 minutes. R. (Opens
Thursday 8/1 at Flix Brewhouse)

Pretty In Pink
John Hughes, king of the ’80s teen comedy, was on a roll
when he penned this 1986 classic. Molly Ringwald is cute
personified as the poor everygirl who just wants to go to
prom with rich but sensitive playboy Blane (Andrew
McCarthy). But what about nerdy childhood pal/secret
stalker Duckie (Jon Cryer)? Don’t worry, he’ll get a sitcom
with Charlie Sheen when he grows up. 96 minutes. PG-13.
(Opens Tuesday 8/8 at Flix Brewhouse)

Revenge of the Nerds
Robert Carradine and Anthony Edwards lead a fraternity full
of nerds to victory over the evil jocks (led by sweater-
wearing Ted McGinley) in this sex comedy classic from
1984. You get loads of pranks, two songs by Gleaming
Spires and soooo many boobs. 90 minutes. R. (Opens
Monday 8/7 at Flix Brewhouse)

Sacred
Academy Award-winning documentarian Thomas Lennon
(“The Battle Over Citizen Kane,” “The Irish in America: Long
Journey Home,” “The Trail From Xinjiang”) traveled around the
globe with 40 filmmaking teams to shoot this immersive
exploration of spirituality across cultures and religions. In
English and 16 other languages with English subtitles. 87
minutes. Unrated. (Opens Tuesday 8/8 at Guild Cinema)

Spaceballs
Mel Brooks’ ridiculous 1987 parody of Star Wars returns to
theaters. May the Schwartz be with you. 96 minutes. PG.
(Opens Wednesday 8/9 at Flix Brewhouse)

The Sunshine Makers
Nicholas Sand and Tim Scully were the unlikely duo at the
heart of 1960s American drug counter-culture. This lively
documentary paints a trippy portrait of the men who more
or less introduced LSD to our country. Their story of
inventing “Liquid Sunshine,” founding the Hippie Mafia,
going to jail and surviving the ’60s is a crazy adventure all
right. It’s retold though archival footage, staged re-creations
and contemporary interviews with the men themselves. 101
minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday 8/4 at Guild Cinema)

Unforgiven
Clint Eastwood directed and stared in this Oscar-winning
“revisionist” Western from 1992. He plays an Old West
gunslinger who reluctantly agrees to seek vengeance for a
prostitute—who may not want or need the blood on her
hands. Gene Hackman, Morgan Freeman, Richard Harris and
Frances Fisher round out the fine cast. 131 minutes. R.
(Opens Sunday 8/6 at Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown)

STILL PLAYING

47 Meters Down
In this waterlogged horror thriller, singer Mandy Moore and
actress Claire Holt (“The Vampire Diaries”) play a couple of
sisters, vacationing in Mexico, who get trapped in a shark
cage at the bottom of the ocean. ... Yeah, sharks don’t really

people. 86 minutes. PG. (Century Rio, Century 14
Downtown, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, AMC Albuquerque 12,
Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Girls Trip
A collection of lifelong gal-pals (Regina Hall, Queen Latifah,
Jada Pinkett Smith, Tiffany Haddish) heads to New Orleans
and the annual Essence Festival (if you’re black, you may
know what that is) for one last, raunchy road trip full of
dancing, drinking, brawling and full-frontal nudity. (Guy
nudity, mind you. Comedies don’t have naked women
anymore.) Malcolm D. Lee (The Best Man, Scary Movie 5,
Barbershop: The Next Cut) directs. R. (Century Rio, Century
14 Downtown, AMC Albuquerque 12, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood
Stadium 16)

Spider-Man: Homecoming
After the successful events of Captain America: Civil War,
Columbia (who retains rights to Marvel’s Spider-Man) plays
nice with Disney to collaborate on this rebooted version of
the web-slinging hero. (Andrew Garfield, we hardly knew ye.)
Tom Holland (In the Heart of the Sea, The Lost City of Z)
stars as high school genius/newbie superhero Peter
Parker/Spider-Man, caught in a war between high-tech
heavyweights Tony Stark (Robert Downey Jr.) and Adrian
Toomes (Michael Keaton). 133 minutes. PG-13. (AMC
Albuquerque 12, Century Rio, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood
Stadium 16, Century 14 Downtown)

Transformers: The Last Knight
Turns out Transformers have been on Earth at least since
World War II. And it looks like they’ll be with us forever,
judging by this, the fifth film in Michael Bay’s endlessly
exploding film series about robots from outer space
pretending to be motor vehicles. (By the way, we’re not
fooled by that any more, guys. There’s no point pretending to
be a Datsun. We know you’re a giant robot.) This time
around the Autobots and the Decepticons are fighting over
Merlin’s magical staff. ... No, really. This series has gotten
too silly to even discuss. 148 minutes. PG-13. (Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Century Rio)

Valerian and the City of a Thousand
Planets
Visionary director Luc Besson (Subway, La Femme Nikita,
The Fifth Element, Lucy), turns a trippy French comic book
into a trippy comic book of a movie. On an artificial planet
that serves as home to a thousand alien species, two
interplanetary super-spies (The Amazing Spider-Man 2’s
Dane DeHaan and Suicide Squad’s Cara Delevingne) must
identify and stop an alien conspiracy in order to save the
universe (or something). Yes, it offers even more loopy, mind-
bending eye candy than The Fifth Element, but you probably
shouldn’t spend much time analyzing the ludicrous,
overstuffed storyline or the dippy, sub-”Moonlighting”
love/hate banter between the leads. 137 minutes. PG-13.
(Century Rio, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

War for the Planet of the Apes
These recent Planet of the Apes reboots (2011’s Rise of the
Planet of the Apes, 2014’s Dawn of the Planet of the Apes
and this one) have been sober, exciting and surprisingly
thought-provoking. Here, ape commander Caesar (the great,
CGI-covered Andy Serkis) wrestles with his own darker
instincts as he battles the dwindling forces of mankind (as
embodied by Woody Harrelson’s blood-crazed Colonel) for
the future of planet Earth. 140 minutes. PG-13. (Century 14
Downtown, AMC Albuquerque 12, Century Rio, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Wish Upon
This months’ cheap teen horror movie finds a high school
gal (Joey King, Independence Day: Resurgence) discovering
a mysterious magic box that grants magic wishes—and kills
people you love in exchange. Duh. Come on, millennials:
Watch an episode of “Twilight Zone” or at least “Friday the
13th: The Series” before you go messing with supernatural
forces. 90 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Cottonwood
Stadium 16)

Wonder Woman
Warner Bros. finally gets around to tackling one of DC
Comics’ most famous characters. Israeli actress Gal Gadot
stars as the titular Amazonian princess, whose sheltered life
is ended when a World War I pilot (Chris Pine) crashlands on
the Amazon’s isolated island home and tells of the conflict
raging in the outside world. Princess Diana (Gadot)
volunteers to suit up, return the outsider and see what she
can do about stopping this War to End All Wars. Believe it or
not, Warner Bros. is finally getting a handle on this
superhero thing—thanks, in large part, to director Patty
Jenkins (Monster), who handles the character with care,
intelligence and a sense of adventure. 141 minutes. PG-13.
(Century Rio, Flix Brewhouse, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, Century 14 Downtown) a

The Dark Tower
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AMC ALBUQUERQUE 12
3810 Las Estancias SW • 348-0810

The Lion King Fri 1:30, 4:00, 6:30, 9:00; Sat-Thu 11:00am,

1:30, 4:00, 6:30, 9:00

Kidnap Fri 2:00, 4:35, 7:30, 10:00; Sat-Sun 11:15am,

2:05, 4:35, 7:30, 10:00; Mon-Thu call for showtimes

Detroit Fri 1:00, 4:00, 6:30, 9:40; Sat-Sun 1:20, 4:00,
6:50, 9:40; Mon-Thu 1:00, 4:00, 7:00, 10:00

The Dark Tower Fri 2:00, 4:30, 7:00, 9:30; Sat-Sun
11:30am, 2:00, 4:30, 7:00, 9:30; Mon-Thu call for

showtimes

Atomic Blonde Fri-Sun 1:20, 4:00, 6:45, 9:30; Mon-Thu call

for times

The Emoji Movie 3D Fri 9:40; Sat 11:00am, 10:00; Sun

11:00am, 1:40am; Mon-Thu call or showtimes

The Emoji Movie Fri 1:15, 4:10, 7:15; Sat-Sun 11:15am,

1:40, 4:30, 7:15

Girls Trip Fri-Sun 1:00, 4:00, 7:00, 10:00; Mon-Thu call for

showtimes

Dunkirk Fri 1:45, 4:30, 7:15, 10:00; Sat-Sun 11:05am,

1:45, 4:30, 7:15, 10:00; Mon-Thu call for showtimes

Dunkirk—An IMAX Experience Fri-Sun 1:00, 3:45, 6:30,

9:15; Mon- Thu call for showtimes

War for the Planet of the Apes Fri-Sat 1:10, 4:00, 6:45,
9:30; Sun 1:10, 3:30, 6:45, 9:00; Mon-Thu call for

showtimes

Spider-Man: Homecoming Fri 1:30, 4:20, 6:50, 9:45; Sat

11:00am, 1:30, 4:20, 6:50, 9:45; Sun 11:00am, 1:30,

4:20, 6:50, 13:50am; Mon-Thu call for showtimes

Despicable Me 3 Fri 1:45, 4:20, 7:10, 9:50; Sat 11:30am,

1:45, 4:20, 7:10, 9:50; Sun 11:00am, 1:15, 4:20, 6:40,

9:50; Mon-Thu call for showtimes

CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN
100 Central SW • 1 (800) 326-3264 ext. 943#

Lady Macbeth Fri-Thu 12:10, 2:30, 4:50, 7:10, 9:30

Landline Fri-Wed 11:35am, 2:05, 4:35, 7:05, 9:40; Thu

11:35am, 2:05, 4;35

Kidnap Fri-Thu 12:30, 2:55, 5:20, 7:45, 10:10

Detroit Fri-Thu 1:05, 4:20, 7:35, 10:50
The Dark Tower Fri-Thu 12:00, 2:30, 5:00, 7:30, 10:00
The Emoji Movie 3D Fri-Thu 9:35

The Emoji Movie Fri-Thu 11:20am, 1:40, 4:15, 7:00

Atomic Blonde Fri-Thu 11:25am, 2:10, 4:55, 7:50, 10:35

Unforgiven Sun 2:00; Wed 2:00, 7:00

Girls Trip Fri-Thu 11:00am, 1:55, 4:50, 8:00, 10:50

Dunkirk Fri-Thu 11:05am, 1:50, 4:40, 7:25, 10:20

47 Meters Down Fri-Wed 9:55

War for the Planet of the Apes Fri-Thu 1:15, 4:25, 7:35,
10:45

Spider-Man: Homecoming Fri-Thu 1:10, 4:30, 7:40, 10:45

Despicable Me 3 Fri-Wed 11:15am, 1:45, 4:45, 7:15; Thu

11:15am, 1:45

Baby Driver Fri-Sat 11:10am, 2:05, 4:55, 7:55, 10:40; Sun

11:10am, 7:55, 10:40; Mon-Tue 11:10am, 2:05, 4:55,

7:55, 10:40; Sun 11:10am; Wed 11;10am, 10:40; Thu

11:10, 2:05

Wonder Woman Fri-Wed 12:50, 4:00, 7:20, 10:30; Thu

12:40, 3:50

CENTURY RIO
I-25 & Jefferson • 1 (800) 326-3264

Jab Harry Met Sejal Fri 9:30am, 1:00, 4:30, 8:00

Kidnap Fri-Thu 9:25am, 12:00, 2:35, 5;10, 7:45, 10:20

Detroit Fri-Thu 9:05am, 12:25, 3:45, 7:05, 10:25

The Dark Tower Fri-Sat 9:40am, 11:00am, 12:20, 1:40,

3:00, 4:20, 5:40, 7:00, 8:20, 9:40, 11:00; Sun-Thu

9:40am, 11:00am, 12:20, 1:40, 3:00, 4:20, 5:40, 7:00,

8:20, 9:40

Atomic Blonde Fri-Sat 9:15am, 10:45am, 12:10, 1:40,

3:05, 4:35, 6:00, 7:30, 8:55, 10:25, 11:50; Sun-Wed

9:15am, 10:45am, 12:10, 1:40, 3:05, 4:35, 6:00, 7:30,

8:55, 10:25; Thu call for showtimes

The Emoji Movie 3D Fri-Wed 5:55; Thu call for showtimes

The Emoji Movie Fri-Sat 9:10am, 10:25am, 11:40am,

12:55, 2:10, 3:25, 4:40, 7:10, 8:25, 9:40, 10:55; Sun-

Wed 9:10am, 10:25am, 11:40am, 12:55, 2:10, 3:25,

4:40, 7:10, 8:25, 9:40; Thu call for showtimes

Unforgiven Sun 2:00; Wed 2:00, 7:00

Dunkirk Fri-Sat 9:25am, 10:45am, 12:10, 1:30, 2:55, 4:15,

5:40, 7:00, 8:25, 9:45, 11:10; Sun-Wed 9:25am,

10:45am, 12:10, 1:30, 2:55, 4:15, 5:40, 7:00, 8:25,

9:45; Thu call for showtimes

Valerian and the City of a Thousand Planets Fri-Wed

9:30am, 12:45, 2:20, 7:15; Thu call for showtimes

Valerian and the City of a Thousand Planets 3D Fri-Wed

4:00, 10:25; Thu call for showtimes

Girls Trip Fri-Sat 9:00am, 10:30am, 12:00, 1:30, 3:00,

4:30, 6:00, 7:30, 9:00, 10:30, 12:01; Sun-Wed 9:00am,

10:30am, 12:00, 1:30, 3:00, 4:30, 6:00, 7:30, 9:00,

10:30; Thu call for showtimes

Wish Upon Fri-Wed 10:10; Thu call for showtimes

War for the Planet of the Apes 3D Fri-Wed 2:20, 9:05; Thu

call for showtimes

War for the Planet of the Apes Fri-Wed 9:20am, 11:00am,

12:40, 4:00, 5:35, 7:20, 10:40; Thu call for showtimes

The Big Sick Fri-Wed 10:10am, 1:10, 4:10, 7:10; Thu call for

showtimes

Spider-Man: Homecoming Fri-Wed 9:40am, 11:15am,

12:55, 2:30, 4:10, 5:45, 7:25, 9:00, 10:35; Thu call for

showtimes

Despicable Me 3 Fri-Wed 9:00am, 11:35am, 2:05, 4:35,

7:05, 9:35; Thu call for showtimes

Baby Driver Fri-Wed 10:50am, 1:45, 4:40, 7:35, 10:30; Thu

call for showtimes

Transformers: The Last Knight Fri-Mon 9:05am, 12:30,

3:55, 7:20, 10:45; Tue 9:05am, 12:30; Wed 9:05am,

10:45; Thu call for showtimes

47 Meters Down Fri-Sat 9:35am, 12:05, 2:40, 5;10, 7:40,

10:10; Sun 9:35am, 7:40, 10:10; Mon 9:35am, 12:05,

2:40; Tue 9:35am, 12:05, 2:40, 5;10; Wed 9:35am,

12:05, 2:40; Thu call for showtimes

Wonder Woman Fri-Wed 9:15am, 12:35, 3:55, 7:15, 10:35;

Thu call for showtimes

COTTONWOOD STADIUM 16
Cottonwood Mall • 897-6858

Kidnap Fri-Thu 12:00, 2:25, 4:50, 7:45, 10:10

Detroit Fri-Thu 11:45am, 3:25, 7:00, 10:20

The Dark Tower Fri-Thu 11:30am, 2:10, 4;40, 7:20, 9:55

Atomic Blonde Fri-Mon 11:15am, 2:05, 4:55, 7:50, 10:45;

Tue-Thu call for showtimes

The Emoji Movie 3D Fri-Mon 12:45, 6:15; Tue-Thu call for

showtimes

The Emoji Movie Fri-Mon 11:30am, 2:05, 3:25, 4:40, 7:20,

9:00, 10:00; Tue-Thu call for showtimes

Girls Trip Fri-Mon 11:50am, 3:30, 6:50, 10:15; Tue-Thu call

for showtimes

Valerian and the City of a Thousand Planets Fri-Mon

11:25am, 2:55, 6:30, 9:55; Tue-Thu call for showtimes

Dunkirk Fri-Mon 12:30, 4:00, 7:30, 10:30; Tue-Thu call for

showtimes

Wish Upon Fri-Mon 2:10, 4:45, 7:25, 10:05; Tue-Thu call for

showtimes

The Big Sick Fri-Mon 12:30, 3:40, 6:55, 10:20; Tue-Thu call

for showtimes

War for the Planet of the Apes Fri-Mon 12:00, 3:30, 7:10,

10:35; Tue-Thu call for showtimes

Spider-Man: Homecoming Fri-Mon 12;10, 3;40, 7:05,

10:25; Tue-Thu call for showtimes

Despicable Me 3 Fri-Mon 11:25am, 2:00, 4:30, 7:00, 9:30;

Tue-Thu call for showtimes

Cars 3 Fri-Mon 11:20am, 3:15; Tue-Thu call for showtimes

Baby Driver Fri-Mon 12:15, 6:45, 9:45; Tue-Thu call for

showtimes

Wonder Woman Fri-Mon 12:05, 3:35, 7:05, 10:30; Tue-Thu

call for showtimes

FLIX BREWHOUSE
3236 La Orilla NW • 445-8500

Big Trouble in Little China Sun 7:00

Revenge of the Nerds Mon 7:00

Pretty In Pink Tue 7:00
SpaceballsWed 7:00

National Lampoon’s Vacation Thu 7:00
Detroit Fri-Sat 12:30, 4:00, 7:30, 9:00; Sun-Thu 12:00,
3:30, 6:00, 10:00

The Dark Tower Fri-Mon 1:00, 3:45, 6:30, 9:15; Tue 1:00,

3:45, 7:15, 9:45; Wed-Thu 1:00, 3:45, 6:30, 9:15

The Emoji Movie Fri-Sat 12:45, 3:30, 6:15, 11:15; Sun-Thu

12:45, 3:30, 6:00, 11:15

Atomic Blonde Fri-Thu 1:45, 5:00, 8:00, 11:00

Dunkirk Fri-Sat 12:00, 3:00, 6:00, 11:00; Sun-Thu 12:00,

3:00, 8:30, 11:15

War for the Planet of the Apes Fri-Sat 12:45, 4:30, 8:00,
9:00; Sun-Thu 12:45, 4:30, 8:00, 9:30

Spider-Man: Homecoming Fri-Thu 12:30, 4:00, 7:15, 10:30

Wonder Woman Fri-Sat 12:30, 3:45, 7:00, 10:15; Sun

12:30, 3:45, 7:00, 10:20; Mon-Thu 12:30, 3:45, 7:00,

10:15

GUILD CINEMA
3405 Central NE • 255-1848

Endless Poetry Fri-Mon 3:00, 7:45

The Sunshine Makers Fri-Mon 5:30

Kill, Baby ... Kill! Fri-Sat 10:30
Sacred Tue-Thu 4:30, 6:30, 8:30

HIGH RIDGE
12910 Indian School NE • 275-0038

Please check alibi.com/filmtimes for films and times.

CEUs for LMTs

SPA SERIES

Scrubbing the Body &

Hot Oil Hair Therapy - 

Sept. 10

Face Therapy w

Hydrotherapy Application - 

Sept. 23th - 24th

Indian Head Massage - 

Sept 17th - 18th

NM School of Natural Therapeutics

http://nmsnt.org/

Instructor: 

Gwynne Ann Unruh LMT RMTI

575-313-3703

camelotroom7@yahoo.com

CEUs for LMTs

SPA SERIES

Scrubbing the Body &

Hot Oil Hair Therapy - y

Sept. 10

Face Therapy w

Hydrotherapy Application - 

Sept. 23th - 24th

Indian Head Massage - 

Sept 17th - 18th

NM School of Natural Therapeutics

http://nmsnt.org/

Instructor: 

Gwynne Ann Unruh LMT RMTI

575-313-3703

camelotroom7@yahoo.com

ICON CINEMAS ALBUQUERQUE
13120-A Central Ave. SE • 814-7469

Kidnap Fri-Thu 10:50am, 1:00, 3:10, 5:20, 7:30, 9:40
Detroit Fri-Thu 10:00am, 1:05, 4:10, 7:15, 10:20
The Dark Tower Fri-Thu 10:30am, 11:30am, 12:45, 2:00,
3:00, 4:30, 5:15, 7:00, 7:30, 9:30, 9:45

The Emoji Movie Fri-Wed 10:05am, 12:15, 2:25, 4:35, 6:45,
8:55; Thu call for showtimes

Atomic Blonde Fri-Wed 11:00am, 1:40, 4:20, 7:00, 9:40;
Thu call for showtimes

Girls Trip Fri-Wed 11:30am, 2:15, 5:00, 7:45, 10:30; Thu
call for showtimes

Valerian and the City of a Thousand Planets Fri-Wed 8:50;
Thu call for showtimes

Dunkirk Fri-Wed 10:00am, 12:30, 3:00, 5:30, 8:00, 10:30;
Thu call for showtimes

War for the Planet of the Apes Fri-Wed 10:20am, 1:20,
4:20, 7:20, 10:20; Thu call for showtimes

Spider-Man: Homecoming Fri-Wed 10:25am, 1:20, 4:15,
7:10, 10:05; Thu call for showtimes

Despicable Me 3 Fri-Wed 10:00am, 12:10, 2:20, 4:30,
6:40; Thu call for showtimes

MOVIES 8
4591 San Mateo NE • 1 (800) Fandango, express # 1194

Meagan Leavey Fri-Thu 12:30, 3:40, 6;50, 10:00
Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2 3D Fri-Thu 1:30, 4:50, 8:20
Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2 Fri-Thu 11:50am, 3:10, 6:30,
9:50

The Mummy 3D Fri-Thu 10:20
The Mummy Fri-Thu 11:00am, 1:50, 4:40, 7:30
All Eyez On Me Fri-Thu 11:30am, 3:00, 6:20, 9:40
Captain Underpants: The First Epic Movie Fri-Thu 11:10am,
1:40, 4:10, 6:40, 9:10

Everything, Everything FFri-Thu 12:40, 7:10
Baywatch Fri-Thu 3:50, 10:10
The Boss Baby Fri-Thu 11:20am, 2:00, 5:00, 7:40, 10:30

MOVIES WEST
9201 Coors NW • 1 (800) Fandango, express # 1247

Meagan Leavey Fri-Thu 12:40, 3:40, 6:40, 9:30
Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2 3D Fri-Thu 1:50, 5;10, 8:30
Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2 Fri-Thu 12:10, 3:30, 6;50,
10:10

The Mummy 3D Fri-Thu 11:10am, 4:40, 10:20
The Mummy Fri-Thu 2:00, 7:30
All Eyez On Me Fri-Thu 11:30am, 3:00, 7:00, 10:15
Captain Underpants: The First Epic Movie Fri-Thu 11:50am,
2:20, 4:50, 7:10, 9:40

Everything, Everything Fri-Thu 12:00, 2:30, 5:00, 7:40,
10:30

The Boss Baby Fri-Thu 11:00am, 1:40, 4;30, 7:20, 10:00

RIO RANCHO PREMIERE CINEMA
1000 Premiere Parkway • 994-3300

Kidnap Fri-Thu 10:00am, 12:25, 2:50, 5:20, 7:55, 10:25
Detroit Fri-Thu 10:15am, 1:45, 5:20, 8:45
The Dark Tower Fri-Thu 10:10am, 12:45, 3:20, 5:55, 8:30
The Emoji Movie 3D Fri-Wed 3:35, 8:50; Thu 3:35
The Emoji Movie Fri-Wed 12:55, 6:20; Thu 12:55
Atomic Blonde Fri-Thu 10:15am, 1:15, 4:15, 7:15, 10:10
Girls Trip Fri-Thu 12:35, 3:40, 6:45, 9:50
Dunkirk Fri-Thu 10:20am, 1:20, 4:20, 7:20, 10:20
Valerian and the City of a Thousand Planets 3D Fri-Thu
4:05

Valerian and the City of a Thousand Planets Fri-Thu 12:35,
7:30

War for the Planet of the Apes Fri-Thu 12:35, 4:05, 7:30
Spider-Man: Homecoming Fri-Thu 10:05am, 1:20, 4:40,
8:00

Despicable Me 3 Fri-Thu 11:20am, 1:50, 4:20, 6:50, 9:20
Baby Driver ri-Wed 10:05am, 1:05, 4:05, 7:05, 10:05; Thu
10:05am, 1:05, 4:05

Transformers: The Last Knight Fri-Wed 11:00am, 2:35,
6:05, 9:35; Thu 11:00am, 2:35

Wonder Woman Fri-Wed 12:50, 4:15, 7:40; Thu 12:50

SUB THEATER
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-5608

Closed for the semester

UNM MIDWEEK MOVIES
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-4706

Closed for the semester.

WINROCK STADIUM 16 IMAX & RPX
2100 Louisiana Blvd. NE • 881-2220

Please check alibi.com/filmtimes for films and times. a
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Wednesday AUG 2 8:00pm Doors

Friday AUG 4 8:00pm Doors

Saturday AUG 5 8:00pm Doors

Tuesday AUG 1 8:00pm Doors

Sunday AUG 11 8:00pm Doors

Monday AUG 7 8:00pm Doors

Tuesday AUG 8 8:00pm Doors

Thursday AUG 3 8:00pm Doors

THE GODDAMN GALLOWS
MOONSHINE BLIND

LIVER DOWN THE RIVER  PHERKAD

SUN DRIED VIBES
REBECCA ARSCOTT BURQUE SOL

POCKET FULL OF DUB SOUNDSYSTEM

DANCERS IN THE DARK
MISS BEHAVIN  CHARLIE CANNAL
MAYO LUA DE FRENCHIE  LOLA DELIRIUM
DJ K.OSS AND SUSPENSE  TRIPPING DOG

KID DINOSAUR  SUGARMOTOR
ARCADE RIVALS  DYMER

FREE SALAMANDER EXHIBIT

Thursday AUG 10 8:00pm Doors

AUTHORITY ZERO
THE SUPERVILLAINS

THE COFFIN STUFFERS  JON GAZI

AN EVENING WITH

DALE WATSON
AN EVENING WITH

ERIC MCFADDEN

THU
8.24
DOORS@7

FRI
9.15
DOORS@7

MON
9.18
DOORS@7

Bleached  Dirty Nil

TUE
9.19
DOORS@7

Jade Jackson

WED
9.6

DOORS@7

MON
9.11
DOORS@7

DECAPITATED
THY ART IS MURDER
Fallujah  Ghost Bath

FRI
9.22
DOORS@7

FRI
8.11
DOORS@7

WED
8.16
DOORS@7

SAT
9.9

DOORS@7

Dave Hause & The Mermaid  Amigo The Devil

Trampa  Xilent

TUE
9.5

DOORS@7

WED
8.9

DOORS@5

The Summer Slaughter Tour 2017

THE BLACK DAHLIA MURDER
DYING FETUS

Letters From The Fire  Big Story

 Loud Harp

THU
9.21
DOORS@7

Strung Out  Los Kung Fu Monkeys

The Faceless  Oceano  Slaughter to Prevail
Origin  Rings of Saturn   Betraying The Martyrs  Lorna Shore

J.Sirus  Benz Shelton

Social Club Misfits Wordsplayed

TUE
10.3
DOORS@7

FRI
10.6
DOORS@7

TIM ZANNES

+ TUBBY CLOUD & THE 

KINFOLK
Tenor saxophonist with piano, bass 

and drums + R&B, Jazz, and Funk 

Quintet

7:30PM

THUR
AUG

10

STUDENT DISCOUNT 

& RUSH TICKETS 

AVAILABLE FOR ALL 

OUTPOST SHOWS

SAUDADE 

+ CHARLIE CHRISTIAN 

PROJECT
Brazilian jazz band + A tribute to 

legendary guitarist, Charlie Christian

7:30PM

THUR
AUG

3
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When did that first recording happen?
Lee: I was 21. It was mostly me, I wrote most
of the material. I didn’t know how to play
drums, so my uncle Ted played drums. We
multi-tracked a digital recording that featured
vocals, guitar, mandolin, bass and drums. That
was the three of us plus uncle Ted. After that,
we played in a string of different bands. I
played bass in Gusher.

You played bass in Gusher? I did not know
that. Dude.
Lee: Yeah! We toured Mexico and all that. It
was great. Jenny’s played in more bands than
me, though.
Jenny: When we first, first started playing out,
Lee had written some songs on the acoustic
guitar. And he and I would get together at
parks around town and write lyrics. Then we
got a gig. Our first show ever was at that old
blues bar on the corner of Central and Carlisle
... that weird, funky, white building.

Club Rhythm and Blues?!
Jenny: Yes. It was open mic style, we went up
and performed for some family and friends. But
Lee kept writing and writing, and Amy joined
in. That’s when we recorded that first album,
about 15 years ago. I branched out a little bit.
Zach, from Gusher wanted to start a group
called Personals, so I was drumming for him.
And now I also play in a band called Cat
Teeth, a punk band that includes two other

MUSIC | INTERVIEW

BY AUGUST MARCH

H
armony’s the thing
in music where
different tones are

produced simultaneously
by different sources to
create alluring aural
effects. To be in
harmony is, ideally, to
be in concord. From this
simplified definition it’s
possible to say that
constant harmony
remains the goal of
many a musician. This
phenomenal outcome—
borne outrageously and
courageously upon the
sounds made by a drum
kit, a fuzzed out bass and
electric guitar guided by
informed hands—is
manifested,
deconstructed and
intensely revisioned by
local rocanrol artists
Constant Harmony.
Besides being an
overarching musical
goal, Constant Harmony
is also the name of the
band formed by siblings Lee, Jenny and Amy
Sillery. Local musicians who grew up in the
scene, the trio features the vision of a brother
who happens to be one of the premier sound
engineers in this burg, buoyed by the
choptastic playing of two sisters who know
how the hell to rock. All formidable multi-
instrumentalists, the members of Constant
Harmony have gained traction in these parts
with an intricate, trance-producing cascade of
pop pronouncements and heavy, grungy, crust-
coated output. It’s a sound that eschews
traditional definitions of musicality while
embracing a hard-edged harmony all its own.
The other day, Constant Harmony rolled by mi
chante for a chat. This is part of the
conversation I recorded with them.

Weekly Alibi: What’s your story? How did
you end up by making music in
Albuquerque?
Lee Sillery: We’ve lived here pretty much our
whole lives. We grew up around music, went
to Highland [High School] and saw a lot of
shows. A long time ago, in high school, we did
an album with my uncle, Ted Gunther, a
drummer and keyboardist that’s been in a ton
of local cover bands over the years.
Amy Sillery: I don’t know about you guys, but
he’s been an inspiration to me, as a drummer.
When we were kids, he was always playing the
drums. I always really admired that.

With Harmony
Local trio constantly rocks out

local musicians, Becki from Weedrat and Lizzie
from Hot Glue.
Amy: I’ve mostly concentrated on Constant
Harmony. I do some background vocals for Cat
Teeth and have been exploring hip-hop with
Jenny’s husband, a local hip-hop artist named
Julian whom everyone calls Phat J.
Lee: I think that because we have a recording
studio, we’ve gotten really focused.

Tell me a little bit about your studio, it’s
called Push Drive, right?
Lee: For me, I’m getting hit with all this
different music all of the time. All of the bands
I produce, record and engineer are influential
to my own work as a musician. I feel like I’ve
put out a lot of very good recordings here in
Albuquerque.

I just happened to look at a list of some of
the bands you’ve recorded. In a lot of ways
you’ve been responsible for documenting the
punk, shoegaze and psych sub-scenes in
Burque.
Lee: It’s an alternative to what you see on the
surface of the scene.

Where are you going with all this rocanrol
momentum?
Lee: This all happened because we really love
playing. People see that [when we’re] on stage,
I get a lot of positive feedback after shows,
like, “Somehow, you kids are destroying it, I

don’t get it” I think it’s the energy
we put out, it’s forward looking.
Amy: We have good energy, it’s
positive music, people like it. We
try to make music—so many times
I hear bands where it’s the same
beat over and over; they’re good,
don’t get me wrong—but we try to
make each song completely
different: tone, beat, everything.

How else would you describe
what you’re doing, musically,
culturally?
Amy: We are all really unique.
When Jenny hops on the drums,
things change. Who is ever on
drums determines how a song will
sound. Jenny has this thrasher-
drummer-style, with a double-kick
and all of that; Lee is really more
hip-hop influenced, he has that
fast poly-rhythm thing going on.
Meanwhile, I’m funky but all over
the place. But I don’t know if we
fall into a specific genre of music.
There’s no specific sound we’re
really trying to put out. We portray
different ideas through very
different sounding songs.

What are you all working on
right now?

Amy: Lee is getting married, so we’re not
playing any shows right now.
Jenny: Right now, we are officially in the
writing stage.
Lee: We have half an album already. Six songs.
We try to play new stuff at all our shows.
We’re playing Fall Crawl on Sept. 9.
Amy: We’re also working on making videos of
songs from the last album, Phonological
Assimilation, which came out earlier this year.
Jenny’s husband, Phat J, directed our video for
“Eat the Rich,” and he’s going to help us with
videography for other songs on the album, like
“Hey,” “Siku” and “Acid Rain.”

Do you have a favorite local band these days?
Lee: That’s a hard question. Burque SOL is
mind-blowingly good. They are so good. Last
gig I saw, dude, blew my mind. There’s a new
band I’ve seen around called Sleepy Hero,
they’re really good.

Why do you think Albuquerque is a good
place for musicians?
Lee: This is a good place to make music
because there is a lot of musical energy here,
from traditions, from generations [perusing
the craft]. There’s a lot of talent here. It’s one
of the last authentic communities in the
country. I’m listening to local bands all the
time, doing sound at Burt’s. It’s really cool, I
get really psyched listening to what’s going on
in town now.  a

Constant Harmony, (L-R): Lee Sillery, Amy Sillery and Jenny Sillery COURTESY OF THE ARTIST
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Compiled by Megan Reneau. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

THURSDAY AUG 3
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOMAustin Van • variety •
7:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Tyler Brandon Band • country • 9pm • $5 • 21+

DRAFTY KILT BREWING COMPANY Rudy Boy • variety • 7pm •
FREE • 18+

LAUNCHPAD Liver Down The River • funk, bluegrass, psych-rock •
Pherkad • garage rock • 8pm • $5-$8 • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY Red Sage • rock, reggae, alternative • 7pm •
FREE • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Easy Money • Lucia • Supreme Verdict •
hardcore • Twelve Titans • Exist To Infect • death metal • 7pm • $10

M’TUCCI’S ITALIAN RESTAURANT AdLib • variety • 7pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Seth Hoffman • folk, acoustic •
8pm • FREE

SANDIAGO’S MEXICAN GRILL AT THE TRAM Luvin’ Life Due •
variety • 7pm

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARKMelissa Rios • singer-songwriter •
8pm • FREE • 21+

FRIDAY AUG 4
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Half a Shipwreck •
variety • 8:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

THE COUNTY LINE BBQ Los Radiators • acoustic rock, folk, blues •
6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Shawn Brooks • country • 9pm • $5 • 21+

HOTEL ANDALUZ Entourage • jazz, big band • 7pm

JAM SPOT School of Rock • Rock 201 • The Clash, Ramones
covers • Rock 101 • Beatles covers • midnight • $10-$15 • ALL-AGES!

KELLY’S BREW PUB Lilah Rose • pop, singer-songwriter • 7pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Dancers in the Dark • Miss Behavin • Charlie Cannal •
Mayo Lua de Frenchie • Lola Delirium • burlesque • DJ K.oSS &
Suspense • Tripping Dogs • 9pm • $5 • 21+

LE TROQUET Ed Whiting • guitar, variety • noon

MARBLE BREWERYMondo Vibrations • reggae, rock • 7pm • FREE •
21+

MARBLE BREWERY HEIGHTS TAP ROOM Kyle Martin Band •
country, rock ’n’ roll • 7pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY WESTSIDE TAP ROOM Silver String Band •
Americana, bluegrass, folk • 8pm • FREE • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Impaled Offering • death metal • Sonic
Vomit • Echoes Of Fallen • Honorable Death • Holocaustic • 9pm

Q BAR Vanilla Pop • dance, variety • 10pm • FREE • 21+

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Felix y los Gatos • Americana,
Creole funk, jazz, swing • 8pm • FREE

SHERATON UPTOWN HOTEL Chile Pi • pop, folk, acoustic • 6pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

SISTER Red Light Cameras • indie rock • Wild Humans • 8pm •
$7-$10 • 21+

SATURDAY AUG 5
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Ancient Bones •
classic rock, folk • 5:30pm • RJ Perez • funk, blues • 8:30pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

CANTINA RIO @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Todd Tijerina Band •
singer-songwriter, funk, blues • 10pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

THE COOPERAGE DJ Salsa • salsa • 9:30pm • $5 • 21+

THE CRAFTROOM Keith Sanchez • rock, blues, singer-songwriter •
7pm • FREE • 21+

DIRTY BOURBON Daniel Solis • country • 9pm • $5 • 21+

EL PATRON Schumann & Kinabrew • acoustic rock • 5:30pm •
FREE • 21+

HOTEL ANDALUZ Hillary Smith • soul, R&B • ChillHouse Band •
funk • 7pm

Calendar |MusiC

MUSIC

CALENDAR

8/5  8PM

8/6  8PM

8/7  8PM

8/8  8PM

8/2  8PM

8/3  8PM

8/4  8PM

MON

TUES

Slap Frost Tour W/ Gavlyn(CA)
Z-Man, Vocab slick

The 2bers and Jamalski

Ben's Birthday Bash!
Amy's Not Breathing

Music is the Enemy, SamWise
Kauses To Become, Resurgence

Monsoon Nights

Bass Crunch:
Hip, Trip

Glitch and Break
Quinn and the Confluence(AZ)

The Hijinks, Sleepy Hero
Pretty Wonderful

$1 PBR at

Deceitful Album Release Show
with The Talking hours and

The Ground Beneath

Le Yikes Surf Club (PA)
Sweet Nothing

Dead City Radio, TPC

$5

$12/15

SAT
AUG 5
DOORS 9PM

SUN
AUG 6
DOORS 8PM

THU
AUG 10
DOORS 8PM

FREE

$12/15

$7/10

WED
AUG 2
DOORS 7PM

FRI
AUG 4
DOORS  8PM

RED LIGHT CAMERAS
ALBUM RELEASE SHOW!

DOWN TO FUNK WITH
ELEMENT & SHAKE DOWN

MONOBODY
CHEW, VOTIVES

NEGATIVE APPROACH
COBRA VS MONGOOSE

TOBIN SPROUT & ELF POWER
WITH PHANTOM LAKEPM

PM

AUG 5

$12/15

$

FREE

WITH PHANTOM LAKE

ALBUM RELEASE SHOW!

LEMENT & SHA
SAT

$7/10

TOBIN SPROUT & 

DOWN TO FUNK WITH

RED LIGHT CAMERAS
DOORS  8
AUG 4
FRI

DOORS 7
AUG 2
WED

WITH PHANTOM LAKE

ALBUM RELEASE SHOW!

ELEMENT & SHAKE DOWN

TOBIN SPROUT & ELF POWER

DOWN TO FUNK WITH

RED LIGHT CAMERAS

PM

PM

$5

LEMENT & SHA

CHEW, VO

$12/15

DOORS 8
AUG 6
SUN

DOORS 9
AUG 5

PMDOORS 8
AUG 10
THU

A VS M
VE AP

MONOBODY

ELEMENT & SHAKE DOWN

 OTIVES

 MONGOOSE
 PPROACH

MONOBODY

A COLLABORATIVE
PROJECT OF  
THE OUTPOST 
PERFORMANCE 
SPACE &
THE LENSIC 
PERFORMING ARTS 
CENTER 

12TH ANNUAL

ALBUQUERQUE | SANTA  FE

NEWMEXICOJAZZFESTIVAL.ORG  | 505.268.0044

RENÉ MARIE &
EXPERIMENT IN 
TRUTH
SAT, AUG 5, 7:30PM
Closing concert of the festival and 10th 
anniversary celebration for AAPAC
AFRICAN AMERICAN PERFORMING ARTS CENTER

UPCOMING: HERBIE HANCOCK
WED, AUG 16, 7:30PM
presented in partnership with AMP Concerts
KIVA AUDITORIUM

JAM SPOT Adrien Jaymz • rap • PMF • Jstaticz • Jordii • Rawshaan
Rose • Anthony $O$A • 7pm • $10 • ALL-AGES!

KAKTUS BREWING COMPANY Quartet505 • jazz • 7pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

LEGENDS THEATER @ ROUTE 66 CASINO The Spinners • R&B,
smooth soul • 8pm

LE TROQUET Ed Whiting • guitar, variety • noon

MARBLE BREWERY Baracutanga • Latin, folk fusion • Banda
Atomica • world beat • 8pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY HEIGHTS TAP ROOM Delphia • pop, jazz,
soul • 7pm

MARBLE BREWERY WESTSIDE TAP ROOM Caleb Miller •
alt.singer-songwriter • 8pm • FREE • 21+

MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Lone Piñon • acoustic, New
Mexican • 3pm • The Damn Union • Americana • 8pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras H-2-8 • rock • 1:30pm • Iron Chiwawa •
rock, variety • 6pm • FREE • 21+

THE RANGE CAFÉ, Bernalillo Todd Tijerina • blues, roots, rock •
Artha Meadors Duo • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Sloan Armitage • acoustic,
singer-songwriter • 8pm • FREE

SECOND STREET BREWERY TAPROOM, Santa Fe Treemotel •
dream pop, psych rock • The Washboard Abs • 100 Watt Horse •
8pm • $7 • ALL-AGES!

SISTER Down to Funk • Element • funk, disco • Shake Down • 9pm •
FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING TAPROOM Alex Maryol • blues, acoustic •
5pm • Julian Wild • acoustic, variety • 8pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Julian Dossett Trio • blues,
roots • 8pm • FREE • 21+

SUNDAY AUG 6
BANDIDO HIDEOUT Band Lotto • DJ Caterwaul • variety • 6pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Sun Dried Vibes • reggae, rock • Rebecca Arscott •
Burque Sol • Pocket Full of Dub Soundsystem • 8pm

O’NIELL’S PUB, Northeast Heights Los Radiators • acoustic folk,
rock, blues • 4pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SEASONS ROTISSERIE & GRILL Last Call • jazz, blues, R&B •
6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SISTERMonobody • math rock, jazz, post rock, electronic • CHEW •
psychedelic • Votives • 9pm

MONDAY AUG 7
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Dos Gatos • blues,
Americana, swing • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

JAM SPOT Darkness Divided • Christian metalcore • Aaralyn • Call
it Quits • Westwind • Wolfpack Weekend • 6pm • $10 • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Free Salamander Exhibit • prog rock, metal • 9pm

LIZARD TAIL BREWING Open Mic Jam Night with Dave and
Friends • 7pm

TRACTOR BREWING TAPROOM Old-Time Jam Circle • variety •
7:30pm • FREE • 21+

TUESDAY AUG 8
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Open Mic • 6pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

BRICKYARD PIZZA Open Mic • 9pm • 21+

LAUNCHPAD Authority Zero • punk • The Supervillains • Coffin
Stuffers • 8pm • 13+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Opposition Rising • Rum Rebellion •
Econarchy • metal • Cobra vs Mongoose • punk • Desmadre 75 •
9pm • 13+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Kamikaze Karaoke • 7pm •
FREE • 21+

WEDNESDAY AUG 9
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Chris Ravin • variety •
7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

EL PATRON Schumann & Kinabrew • acoustic rock • 5:30pm •
FREE • 21+

PI BREWING COMPANY Open Mic Night • 5:30pm • FREE
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StrAight dopE | AdvicE from thE AbySS  by cEciL AdAmS

Are the Navy SEALs 
really so special?

Why are Navy SEALs currently the “it”

special forces? Why was SEAL Team

Six called upon to assault the Bin

Laden house, and not another SEAL

team, or the Rangers or Green Berets? 

—David

Well, if there’s some quarter in which SEAL Team Six

isn’t perceived as the “it” special-ops team, it’s not

for lack of trying on their part. I draw your attention

to a 2011 Washington Post piece in which an

anonymous member of ST6 describes his cadre as

follows: “We’re the dark matter. We’re the force that

orders the universe but can’t been

seen.” 

Nothing alarming about

that, of course, nor the fact

that our faceless frogman is

characterized in this article

only as “strapping.” Whatever

aura currently surrounds

the SEALs, I’d suggest, can

be traced to the kind of

identity cultivation on

display here, this macho-

mystique thing that

American audiences seem to

love reading about and

reporters seem to love

perpetuating. 

And for a group of closed-mouthed toughs, ST6

members can display an impressive capacity for self-

promotion. One former SEAL who wrote a book

about the bin Laden raid, for instance, wound up

having to forfeit $6.8 million in royalties and

appearance fees because he forgot to ask his

supervisors for prepublication approval.

The story the Postwas reporting, meanwhile, is

the bigger deal here: how special-operations forces

like the SEALs are increasingly relied on to fight

America’s wars. In places like Iraq and Afghanistan,

after all, what we’re up against aren’t traditional

armies but extremist ideologies, represented by

decentralized bands of non-state actors who, by the

way, aren’t exactly wild about the Geneva

Agreements. A lot of the work special-ops teams do

is kept under wraps, not least because of their own

potentially tricky relationship to Geneva; the New

York Times, for its part, called ST6 “one of the

nation’s most mythologized, most secretive and

least scrutinized military organizations.”

Though Team Six may get the marquee

coverage, there are in fact, as you suggest, a bunch

of special-ops forces in the field today, from all

branches of the military—the Army’s Special Forces

regiment, aka the Green Berets, helped Afghans

topple the Taliban, for instance.

Special-ops forces gained a foothold in the US

military in the mid-20th century, as leaders realized

that increasingly unconventional wars—think Korea

and Vietnam—would require unconventional

techniques, not standard armies-on-a-battlefield

stuff. The Berets were organized in 1952; the

SEALs—named and trained for effectiveness on

sea, air and land—were established in ’62. Special-

ops assignments fall into two main categories: direct

action, including behind-the-lines combat,

manhunts, hostage rescues, etc.; and indirect action,

which covers (e.g.) coaching foreign forces on

fighting their own wars. And through the ’70s, the

various units carrying these assignments out

constituted a sort of loosely organized mosaic, each

accountable to its own chain of command.

Two events help explain what’s changed since

then. First was the failed attempt to rescue the US

embassy hostages in Tehran, during the Carter

administration—for the military, an unthinkable

black eye. Its response was to gather all the special

forces under one operational umbrella, the US

Special Operations Command, or SOCOM, to better

coordinate complex jobs like the one bollixed in the

Iranian desert. And under that umbrella you’ll

find the Joint Special Operations Command,

or JSOC—these guys love their

acronyms—which includes elite

groups like SEAL Team Six, its

Army counterpart Delta Force,

and the Air Force’s 24th Special

Tactics Squadron. 

The second event was, perhaps

needless to say, 9/11, and the

military’s reorientation toward

terrorism that followed. The

budget for special-ops forces has

quintupled since 2001, and the

troop count at JSOC’s disposal

has ballooned from around

1,800 to more than 25,000. As we got

into Afghanistan, Donald Rumsfeld

basically gave JSOC carte blanche, pre-approving

them for a laundry list of operations in 15 countries.

Barack Obama relied heavily on special forces; like

drone assassinations, they jibed with his preference

for keeping military action small and containable.

(And free from meaningful oversight, not to mention

legally questionable and morally troublesome—

however one may miss the guy, his record here is no

snap to defend). 

We note, however, that the intellectual seeds of

this shift were planted back in the Clinton

administration. At some point following the US

embassy bombings of 1998, the president was heard

(as later documented by the 9/11 Commission) to

speculate, “You know, it would scare the shit out of

al-Qaeda if suddenly a bunch of black ninjas rappelled

out of helicopters into the middle of their camp.” 

Cue the SEALs. Created after the 1980 hostage

debacle, Team Six wasn't in fact the sixth SEAL

outfit to suit up, just the third; the nickname was

chosen to psych the Soviets into thinking we had

more specialized forces than we really did. The team

was conceived as an agile, fast-moving

counterterrorism unit—ninjas who rappelled out of

helicopters, basically, and with the war on terror

their moment had clearly arrived. That moment

hasn’t been without some complication; various

news accounts have raised alarm over alleged

extrajudicial killings, unaccountability, abuse of

authority, etc. But the omelette-egg ratio,

apparently, is one the US government can live with.

Send questions to Cecil via straightdope.com or write him c/o
Chicago Reader, 350 N. Orleans, Chicago 60654.

AUGUST 10 — BASKERY

Call 311 (Relay NM or 711) Cultural Services Department

Gates open at 6 p.m. | Rain or Shine | Most exhibits are open until 8 p.m. 

Tickets available at ABQBIOPARK.COM

Adults $10 | Seniors (65+) $5 | Children (3-12) $3
New Mexico BioPark Society Members Half Price
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baked GOOdS | CannabIS neWS by JOSHUa Lee

Sessions’ Hand 
Gets Slapped

… Inches from the cookie jar

T
hat obnoxious air horn you heard blasting
across Downtown Thursday night?
That was me. I’d just heard that a

congressional committee had voted to
extend the Rohrabacher-Farr
amendment. To celebrate, I mounted
a horse and took to the streets
blasting that loud bastard like the end
of the world was on my heels.
The amendment—which shows up
in the yearly fiscal budget for the
Commerce, Justice, Science, and
Related Agencies—was the only
thing standing between the
Department of Justice and medical
cannabis dispensaries, and US Attorney
General Jeff Sessions (who is apparently being
sued by former NFL defensive end Marvin
Washington along with four other plaintiffs for
not decriminalizing cannabis) made everyone
uneasy when he sent a letter to congressional
leaders in May, asking that they undo it this
year.

The Senate Appropriations Committee’s
rejection of Sessions’ personal plea against
protecting medical cannabis should send a
strong message to the DOJ about the way the
wind’s blowing. Let’s also not forget that the
vote came on July 27, the deadline Sessions
gave to the Task Force on Crime Reduction
and Public Safety for its recommendations “in
the areas of charging, sentencing, and
marijuana” in relation to “reducing violent
crime.”

And I wouldn’t want to presume that I
know what Sessions and the DOJ are up to, but
those crooked rotten gangsters reenacted the
asset forfeiture program last month. Remember
that ol’ thing? It allowed the police to just take
any money or goods from anyone suspected of a
drug-related crime, whether or not they are guilty.
There have actually been cases where law
enforcement has seized cash from suspects who
were later exonerated of all charges, and those
people would still have to sue to get their
money back. It was an abhorrent and criminal
practice that was rightly banned by the Obama
administration. And Sessions’ desire to bring it
back just as he declares war on medical
cannabis … Well. Let’s just say it’s suspicious.

I guess all that juicy dispensary money won’t
be going into the DOJ’s pocket after all. 

Mass. Court Offers Job
Protection to Cannabis
Patients
The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court
ruled in favor of an employee who was fired
over her use of medical cannabis. According to
the ruling, Massachusetts’ medical cannabis
patients now have the right to sue their
employer if they’re fired because of a failed drug
test.

The case involved an employee who
allegedly disclosed her medical cannabis
use to a prospective employer, and was told
it wouldn’t be a problem. She took a
drug test and, after working for only a
single day, was fired because the results
of her drug test had come back
positive for THC.

Her initial lawsuit against the
company—which accused them
of handicap discrimination in
violation of Massachusetts’ anti-

discrimination law along with
wrongful termination—was dismissed
in court because of the federal ban

on cannabis. The Supreme Court’s
ruling in favor of the appeal, however, means
the company can be sued after all, and
Massachusetts business owners can no longer
take any adverse action against employees
because of their use of the legal medication.

Why is this news important in New Mexico?
Because we don’t have any such protections. If
a New Mexican patient wants to get a job that
tests for cannabis use, they have to stop taking
their medication for up to 90 days before they
can even apply. According to a Society for
Human Resource Management poll, 57 percent
of employers use these drug tests as part of their
hiring process. That means that in a state with
a 6.7 percent unemployment rate (the highest
in the nation, mind you), where over 44,000
patients are enrolled in the program (that’s
more than 2 percent of the population, you
know), medical cannabis patients who just hit
the pipe before reading this are going to have to
wait another three months before they can
apply at that new job. And those three months
are going to be full of pain and suffering. Hi-o!

At the very least, the ruling sets a model for
states where medical cannabis is legal to follow.

Irony Hurts
Doña Ana County Detention Center Director
Christopher Barela was busted last month for
buying illegal cannabis. According to court
records, the Las Cruces jail director purchased
street cannabis from undercover sources on four
separate occasions earlier this year. He’s been
charged with four counts of marijuana
possession in a criminal complaint. 

The best part is that the New Mexico
chapter of the National Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML)—always
on the lookout for good spots to inject some jet
black irony—issued an open letter to Barela
offering support and solidarity. Apparently, they
tried to start a crowdfunding campaign to help
with Barela’s legal expenses, but GoFundMe
rejected their campaign. From the letter: “Mr.
Barela, you no doubt understand now that the
most dangerous thing about marijuana is getting
caught with it.” Classy! a
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Free Will Astrology | Horoscopes by rob brezsny

ARIES (March 21-April 19): In my astrological
opinion, your life in the coming days should draw
inspiration from the ancient Roman festival of
Saturnalia, a six-day bout of revelry that encouraged
everyone to indulge in pleasure, speak freely and give
gifts. Your imminent future could (and I believe should)
also have resemblances to the yearly Doo Dah Parade
in Pasadena, which features a farcical cavalcade of
lunatics, like the Shopping Cart Drill Team, The
Radioactive Chicken Heads, the Army of Toy Soldiers
and the Men of Leisure Synchronized Nap Team. In
other words, Aries, it’s an excellent time to set aside
your dignity and put an emphasis on having uninhibited
fun; to amuse yourself to the max as you experiment on
the frontiers of self-expression; to be the person you
would be if you had nothing to lose.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): It’s time to Reinvent
the Wheel and Rediscover Fire, Taurus. In my
astrological opinion, you’ll be wasting your time unless
you return to the root of all your Big Questions. Every
important task will mandate you to consult your heart’s
primal intelligence. So don’t mess around with trivial
pleasures or transitory frustrations that won’t mean
anything to you a year from now. Be a mature wild child
in service to the core of your creative powers.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Writing in The Futurist
magazine, Christopher Wolf says that the tradition of
eating three hearty meals per day is fading and will
eventually disappear. “Grazing” will be the operative
term for how we get our fill, similar to the method used
by cavemen and cavewomen. The first snack after we
awaken, Wolf suggests, might be called “daystart.” The
ensuing four could be dubbed “pulsebreak,”
“humpmunch,” “holdmeal” and “evesnack.” In light of
your current astrological omens, Gemini, I endorse a
comparable approach to everything you do: not a few
big doses, but rather frequent smaller doses; not
intense cramming but casual browsing; not sprawling
heroic epics but a series of amusing short stories.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): The RIKEN Institute in
Japan experiments with using ion beams to enhance
plant growth. In one notable case, they created a new
breed of cherry tree that blossoms four times a year
and produces triple the amount of flowers. The blooms
last longer, too, and the trees thrive under a wider span
of temperatures. In the next 11 months, Cancerian, you
won’t need to be flooded with ion beams to experience
a similar phenomenon. I expect that your power to
bloom and flourish will be far stronger than usual.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Leo actor Robert DeNiro
once observed that most people devote more energy to
concealing their emotions and longings than to
revealing them. Is that true about you? If so, the coming
weeks will be a favorable time to hide less of yourself
and express more. There’ll be relatively little hell to pay
as a result, and you’ll get a boost of vitality. Don’t go
overboard, though. I’m not suggesting that you unveil
every last one of your feelings and yearnings to
everyone—just to those you trust. Most importantly, I
hope you will unveil all your feelings and yearnings to
yourself. 

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): It has almost become a
tradition: Each year at about this time, you seem to
enjoy scaring the hell out of yourself, and often the
heaven, too. These self-inflicted shocks have often had
a beneficial side effect. They have served as rousing
prompts for you to re-imagine the future. They have
motivated and mobilized you. So yes, there has been an
apparent method in your madness—an upside to the
uproar. What should we expect this time, my dear? A
field trip to a crack house or a meth lab? Some fun and
games in a pit of snakes? An excursion to the land of
bad memories? I suggest something less melodramatic.
How about, for example, a frolic with unruly allies in a
future paradise that’s still a bit unorganized?

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Before grapes become
wine, they have to be cleaned. Then crushed. Then
macerated and pressed. The next phase is
fermentation, followed by filtering. The aging process,
which brings the grapes’ transformation to completion,

requires more time then the other steps. At the end,
there’s one more stage: putting the wine in bottles. I’d
like to compare the grapes’ evolution to the story of
your life since your last birthday. You are nearing the
end of the aging phase. When that’s finished, I hope you
put great care into the bottling. It’s as important as the
other steps.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Are you gearing up to
promote yourself and your services? In my astrological
opinion, you should be. If so, you could put the
following testimonial from me in your résumé or
advertisement: “[place your name here] is a poised
overseer of nerve-wracking transitions and a canny
scout who is skilled at tracking down scarce resources.
He/she can help you acquire the information and
enhancements you don’t quite have the power to get
by yourself. When conditions are murky or perplexing,
this plucky soul is enterprising and inventive.”

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Your eyes are
more powerful than you realize. If you were standing on
a mountaintop under a cloudless night sky with no
moon, you could see a fire burning 50 miles away. Your
imagination is also capable of feats that might surprise
you. It can, for example, provide you with an expansive
and objective view of your entire life history. I advise
you to seek that boost now. Ask your imagination to
give you a prolonged look at the big picture of where
you have been and where you are going. I think it’s
essential to your discovery of the key to the next
chapter of your life story.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Love is your gritty
but sacred duty. It’s your prickly prod and your
expansive riddle, your curious joy and your demanding
teacher. I’m talking about the whole gamut, Capricorn—
from messy personal romantic love to lucid
unconditional spiritual love; from asking smartly for
what you desire to gratefully giving more than you
thought you had. Can you handle this much sweet, dark
mystery? Can you grow your intimacy skills fast enough
to keep up with the interesting challenges? I think you
can.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): There’s an eclipse of
the moon coming up in the sign of Aquarius. Will it bring
bad luck or good luck? Ha! That’s a trick question. I
threw it in to see if you have been learning anything
from my efforts to redeem astrology’s reputation.
Although some misinformed people regard my chosen
field as a superstitious pseudo-science, I say it’s an
imaginative art form that helps us identify and
transform our subconscious patterns. So the wise
answer to my earlier question is that the imminent lunar
eclipse is neither bad luck nor good luck. Rather, it tells
you that have more power than usual to: 1) tame and
manage the disruptive and destructive aspects of your
instinctual nature; 2) make progress in dissolving your
old conditioning; 3) become more skilled at mothering
yourself. 

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): August is Good Hard
Labor Month for you Pisceans. It’s one of those rare
times when a smart version of workaholic behavior
might actually make sense. Why? First of all, it could
ultimately lead to a pay raise or new perks. Secondly, it
may bring to light certain truths about your job that
you’ve been unconscious of. Third, it could awaken you
to the fact that you haven’t been trying as hard as you
could to fulfill one of your long-term dreams; it might
expand your capacity to devote yourself passionately
to the epic tasks that matter most. For your homework,
please meditate on this thought: Summoning your peak
effort in the little things will mobilize your peak effort
for the Big Thing. a

HOMEWORK: WHAT DO YOU KNOW OR DO THAT VERY

FEW PEOPLE KNOW OR DO? TELL ME AT

FREEWILLASTROLOGY.COM. CLICK ON “EMAIL ROB.”

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded
weekly audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes. The
audio horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-4888 or
(900) 950-7700.
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Financial Services

NEED TO FILE YOUR TAXES?
Special Summer 20% discount
for Tax Preparation and E-filing.
www.accountantsandadvisors.co
m

Home Services

SWAMP - ABQ-INSTALL / FIX
www.SwampCoolerPro.com
505-332-8965

Landscaping Services

WASTE NOT WATER, TREES
Bare branches, poorly formed
trees is not necessarily watering
but proper nutrition, TreeLiv
recovers sad trees using the
right nutrition. Tom Taylor 505-
463-8422

Handyman Services

WE DO IT ALL!!! 7 STAR
ELECTRIC-Plumb-Heat-
COOLING
www.SwampCoolerPro.com -
www.AbqAirConditioning.com
www.AlbuquerqueElectricians.
net LICENSE(D)#!!!! 353750
GB98/EE98/MM98 Mike Bell-
Owner-505-332-8965

w
7 STAR ELECT-PLUMB &
HVAC

www.AlbuquerqueElectricians.
net 505-332-8965 / Mike
Bell / Owner Electric,
Plumbing, Heating & Cooling -
mikebell711@yahoo.com

Photographic Services

w
AFFORDABLE PHOTOS &
VIDEO

DavidMartinezPhotography.co
m

Buy/Sell/Trade

w
BUYING DIABETIC TEST
STRIPS FOR $CASH$ &

FREE PICK-UP! Highest CASH
Prices Paid In NM For Your
Diabetic Test Strips And FREE
Pick-UP! Help Others(Those
Without Insurance) & Make
Money Too! Call: 505-203-
6806

Studies

ABQ DRINQ STUDY We are
seeking healthy individuals
22-55 years of age who are
moderate to heavy drinkers for
a study of how alcohol use

affects brain functioning. The
study involves four visits at the
Mind Research Network over
18 months and each visit
requires up to 8 hours, which
can be split over multiple
days. You will be compensated
at the rate of $20/hour for
your participation. The Mind
Research Network is located
on the North Campus of
University of New Mexico. If
you would like to be
considered for the study,
please call 505-633-4028 or
email abqdrinq@mrn.org.
Please mention âABQ DRINQ
Studyâ. 

w
MRI STUDY 12-18 y.o.
M/F for brain study. $20

per hour. 272-0769 (HRRC #
07-272).

Classified
Place your ad: alibi.com

classifieds@alibi.com

(505) 346-0660 ext 258

Employment

Real Estate
Real Estate

EAST NOB HILL OFFICE 3
ofcs, recptn, conf rm. Utils
incl. Upfront pkng. Beautiful
condition! $500. 119 Quincy
NE. 620-4970.

Apartments for Rent

South Valley

ISLETA & ARENAL Lg 1 bd, 1
bth in a quiet country setting.
$650.00 mo plus UT $150
DD No Pets 659-2942

University

UNM/CNM AREA APT Large
updated 1BD/1BA Apt 4
blocks from UNM/CNM @

1210 Dr Martin Luther King
NE. Â $560 mo + util. Â Oak
floors, off street parking.
Â Call (505) 377-7630. 

Duplexes for Rent

University

UNM/CNM AREA STUDIO
Remodeled studio/efficiency
apt 4 blocks to UNM @ 1210
Martin Luther King NE. 495
mo + util. Call 505 377
7630

Houses for Rent

1 BLOCK FROM UNM A 4
bedroom home 1 block next

Wellness

w
REDUCE YOUR
DRINKING? New non-

medication based treatment
program for heavy drinking
using brain stimulation and
mindfulness treatment. You
will be paid up to $400 for up

to 28 hours of your time.
Please call 505-750-0451 or
email abqresearch@unm.edu. 

ASIAN MASSAGE Young,
female, Asian college student.
LMT available for massage
Monday-Friday 1-7, Saturday-
Sunday 10-8. Call for
appointment. 505-388-3723.

Employment

w
HIRING
IMMEDIATELY!!

Sheraton Albuquerque
Uptown Hotel is has
immediate openings in Food
& Beverage, Kitchen, Front
Office and Housekeeping.
We’re looking for
enthusiastic, customer
service oriented individuals.
Please apply online:
https://www.sheratonuptown
.com/apply 

w
FULL TIME AND PART
TIME!! Part Time

cashier Experienced with
customer service,
multitasking and high
organization and
prioritization skill. Potential
to cross train to sandwich
prep and transition to full
time. Part Time Sandwich

Prep Experienced with sandwich
assembly. Potential to transition
to full time. Experience Baker
Experienced with baking and
restaurant management
experience, staffs training and
new recipe development.
Tremendous opportunity to
develop and build a unique
concept bakery/restaurant.
Contact us at
sweeteabakerycafe@gmail.com
or call us at 505-582-2592. Or
apply in person at 4565-A San
Mateo Blvd NE Albuquerque, NM
87109.

IT PROFESSIONALS Speridian
Technologies, LLC is seeking
multiple positions for
Albuquerque, NM office. QA
ANALYST to participate in
engagements with focus on
quality assurance. Develop test
plans, writing automation and
manual test cases using QTP

Body & Soul

(Quick Test Pro) and Selenium
tools. Test cases and defects
and upload all requirements in
HP-ALM and/or Quality Center.
Test database using SQL*Plus
and Toad. Develop scripts and
upload to Clear Case, Clear
Quest and Visual Source Safe
(VSS). Must have Associate
Deg in Comp Sci, Math, Soft
Engg, Info Systems or related
& 2 yrs of exp. TECHNICAL
LEAD to perform the role of
Technical Lead with focus on
.Net based web and desktop
applications. Analyze business
requirements, existing systems
and propose the software
solution and technical
architecture. Manage
deliverables in various phases
of Software Development Life
Cycle. Develop Customize
database applications using
SQL Server to meet customer
business requirements. Define
strategy, requirements and
business processes
requirements. Design and

Develop high level
implementation of Microsoft
.NET based software to
automate various business
requirements. Must have
Masters in Comp Sci, Engg,
Info Sys, Busi Admin or related
& 3 yrs of exp or Bachelors in
above-mentioned & 5 yrs of
exp. Both positions may
require travel & relocation to
various unanticipated sites
throughout the US. Fax
resumes to Speridian
Technologies, LLC, Attn: HR at
(505) 242-6036. No calls.
EOE.

w
HIRING IMMEDIATELY!!!
Hiring Immediately! The

Sheraton Albuquerque Uptown
is looking to fill positions with
energetic, ambitious
individuals empowered to do
the right thing and Go Beyond
for our guests! All applications
must be submitted online
through our company website:
https://www.sheratonuptown.c
om/apply 

to UNM , for rent @ 1500.00
per month. perfect for
multiple residents and
common area sharing. CALL
CHRIS 977-3996

University

w
FOR RENT 3 Bedroom
1 Bath W/Private Back

Yard, Corner OF Gold & Yale,
One Block From UNM
Campus $1050 a month,
505-999-1970 

Misc Property

Northeast

w
12,000 SQ FT
COMMERCIAL 3300

Vassar Dr NE 884-0158 By
Owner Secure Improved Nice
Property Details on Craigslist
Lease to Own 6k per month

Rooms/Roommates

FURNISHED ROOM
Responsible, quiet person
needed to share spacious
house near CNM North.
Laundry, large Kitchen &
yard. Close to bus and
shopping. Please no pets,
kids or couples. $350 + 1/3
utilities, $250DD. Leave a
message at 294-7209

Downtown

w
ROOM IN ROOMING
HOUSE Rooms to rent

in rooming house in Barelas;
walking distance to
downtown & on the bus
route; 8 rooms share 2
bathrooms and kitchen. Rent
is $395/m, util. incl., $100
dd with m-t-m lease. No pets,
kids or couples. Call (505)
379-1677

Licensed Massage

HEAL AND RELAX Skilled
healing, deep relaxation.
Hospital/rehab experience.
$60 w/ad. Katrina LMT#6855
(505)506-4016
innovative.massagetherapy.co
m 

BODYWORK BY LAUREN
DRAKE Intelligent and intuitive
therapeutic massage and

Reiki.
www.bodyworkbylaurendrake.c
om. Contact through website
or call 336.817.5278 Lauren
Drake, LMT #8746

Self-Help/Workshops

OUT OF CONTROL? Struggling
with COMPULSIVE SEXUAL
BEHAVIOR and WANT HELP?
Call 505-510-1722 or visit
www.abqsaa.org
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by Matt Jones

Across

1 "Get outta here!"

5 Windshield attachment

10 Be boastful

14 "No can do"

15 Beginning of Caesar's boast

16 Gutter holder

17 Vicuña's land, maybe

18 Recycled iron, e.g.

20 B-movie bad guy who

emerges from the deep

22 Sound heard during shearing

23 Those, in Tabasco

24 Food drive donation

27 G.I. entertainers

30 Olive ___ (Popeye's love)

32 "The elements," so to speak

34 Pastries named after an

emperor

38 "Eric the Half-___" (Monty

Python song)

39 Decisive statement

42 "Beloved" novelist Morrison

43 Happening in L.A. and N.Y.

simultaneously, maybe

44 "Queen of Soul" Franklin

47 Liq. ingredient

48 157.5 deg. from N.

49 Late Pink Floyd member

Barrett

50 Start to matter?

53 Tuna type

55 "I'm gonna do it no matter

what!"

60 They might appear when

right-clicking

63 Shearing stuff

64 "Moby Dick" captain

65 Bear with patience

66 Good poker draws

67 Star of "Seagulls! (Stop It

Now): A Bad Lip Reading"

68 Word on an empty book

page

69 Zilch

Down

1 Eats dinner

2 Gnaw on

3 Ineffable glow

4 Large digit?

5 Daunted

6 ___ Domani (wine brand)

7 ___ asada

8 Build up

9 Subatomic particle with no

strong force

10 It's served in the video

game "Tapper"

11 Maze runner

12 Director DuVernay of the

upcoming "A Wrinkle In Time"

13 Shaving cream choice

19 City east of Phoenix

21 City SSW of Kansas City

(that has nothing to do with

bribing DJs)

24 Biblical ark measures

25 Giant concert venues

26 Tattooist's tool

27 Baltimore Colts great Johnny

28 Very tasty

29 Played before the main act

31 "Stay" singer Lisa

33 Bagpipers' caps

35 Leave off

36 "Rapa ___" (1994 film)

37 Adoption advocacy org.

40 Spread that symbolizes

slowness

41 America's Cup entrant

45 47-stringed instrument

46 Average guy

51 Billy Blanks workout system

52 "Am I right?" sentence

ender, to Brits

54 Elijah Wood or Grant Wood,

by birth

55 Brass band boomer

56 "Brah, for real?"

57 A little, in Italy

58 Ohio-based faucet maker

59 "What ___ is new?"

60 You might do it dearly

61 "So the truth comes out!"

62 Apartment, in '60s slang

©2017 Jonesin' Crosswords

ANSWERS TO THIS WEEK’S PUZZLE ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE AT ALIBI.COM

BY RYAN NORTH "5 PM"—you'll find it in the long answers.
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